Abstract

This research sets out to contribute knowledge about developments and implementation of corporate social responsibility. The six papers used in the submission (thesis) bring together different perspectives of corporate social responsibility garnered from empirical investigations of corporate entities in the UK which was originally termed by scholars as CSR 1.0 model consisting of - defensive, charitable, promotional and strategic Visser (2010), Claydon (2011), Idowu and Schmidpeter (2016) and Camilleri (2017). It revolved round the following dominant paradigms – greed, philanthropy, marketing, management and responsibility. It became apparent that there was the need to use a different model of CSR to deal with social and environmental issues of the 21st century Visser (2014). That old model of CSR - CSR 1.0 was originally the strand of CSR which was perceived, propagated practiced and understood by different actors in the field of CSR in the United Kingdom – a country which is an acknowledged leader in the field worldwide Ward and Smith (2006) and elsewhere. CSR 1.0 model was noted to have failed to have any significant impact on many of the most serious global CSR challenges (Visser, 2014). Hence, the need for CSR 2.0 model which is now in vogue became urgent. The areas covered by the studies in the submission are – motivations for CSR reporting by corporate entities, practicing CSR by corporate entities in the UK, corporate secretaries contributions to corporate entities’ embedding of CSR into their strategies and operational practices, using accounting information for decision making purposes in an attempt to promote sustainable development, piecing together in a logical sequence the history of CSR in the UK and the ideological source of CSR. The sole objective of the exercise is to derive a coherent view of how CSR has journeyed through its different stages of metamorphosis in the United Kingdom up to the period of the sixth paper used in the submission (2012). This thesis therefore presents an analytical account of the research projects at different times namely 2007, 2009, 2010, 2011a, 2011b and 2012 which have culminated into the six papers that form the cornerstone of the submission. The research problem it explores is divided into six research perspectives which culminated into the six papers noted in Table 1 of Section 3 and made up of six research questions in four components.

In 1987 the Brundtland Report had brought the issue of sustainable development and the consequences of our failure to operate sustainably to our consciousness. Similarly in June 1992, the Earth Summit of the UN Conference on Environment and Development had set what is often referred to as Agenda 21, which documented the United Nation’s plan for the world in the 21st century in CSR terms. At the beginning of the second millennium, the quest to put into action and demonstrate some reasonable awareness of what social responsibility is and what corporate entities and individual citizens around the world should do in terms of CSR had already been put in place around the globe. The United Nations had initiated a Millennium Summit of 189 world leaders at the UN Headquarters in New York to set the Eight Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 2015. The putting in place of the MDGs 2015 brought about calls for more understanding of many of the issues surrounding CSR a number of new scholars in the thriving field of CSR had emerged. It had downed on this
researcher some three years into the 21st century that a number of areas in CSR need more understanding, this heralded the commencement of his studies and journey in the field of Corporate Social Responsibility and all its related areas. What follows has chronicled six of this researcher’s studies in CSR.
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One
Introduction

In terms of power and influence you can forget about the church, forget politics. There is no more powerful institution in society than business... The business of business should not be about money, it should be about responsibility. It should be about public good, not private greed. Dame Anita Roddick, (1942 – 2007) Business as Unusual (2000)

The statements above by Dame Anita Roddick, the late founder of The Body Shop suggest that corporate social responsibility (CSR) requires modern businesses to deliver more than just economic responsibility - profit. Nearly forty years before Dame Roddick made her comments, Milton Friedman (1962, 1970) an American scholar of repute - the 1976 Nobel Laureate in Economics had argued that the only social responsibility of a business in a free enterprise system is for that business to make as much money as possible while conforming to the basic rules of society, those embodied in law and those embodied in ethical custom. A few years before Friedman (1962), Levitt (1958) had warned society on what he described as the dangers of social responsibility in an article in the Harvard Business Review. Levitt (1958) contends that CSR is simply an addition to the ideological stockpile of capitalism which is unnecessary but has the ability to prolong the lifetime of free enterprise, he argues. Even though these two reputable scholars of their era seriously and fervently believed and argued that CSR was a waste of space and resources. It appears that a number of global events and actions by a good number of global citizens including international organisations such as the United Nations have proved wrong their arguments about CSR. In addition, looking at the current events, activities and global achievements made in the field of CSR one cannot help being convinced that these 1950s and 1960s ill-informed views of CSR expressed by Levitt (1958) and Friedman (1962) had been totally misplaced. If their views on CSR had prevailed, life would have been made much more difficult for this generations and generations yet to come to exist on this planet.

In the 1950s and 1960s the focus of measuring business success was solely in terms of how it delivers higher profit year in year out to the very lucky few who had provided the capital to run the enterprise (shareholders). There was little notion or recognition of the importance of vital contributions made by others (we now describe as stakeholders) who create and add immense values to the survival and prosperity of the business and who equally and legitimately have a ‘stake’ in what the business is doing. Perhaps this was part of the private greed of CSR 1.0 model which Dame Roddick was referring to in her statements in 2000. The notion of stakeholder has now permeated the corporate world. Our world now recognises the importance of stakeholders and why a business will not survive if it failed to take its stakeholders along in all it does.

Later years’ scholars in CSR, for example Elkington (1997) with his triple bottom line’s argument of corporate social responsibility (often referred to as the 3Ps – People, Planet
and Profit), Carroll and Buchholtz (2003) with their four dimensional responsibilities of business – (Economic, Legal, Ethical and Philanthropic) and the UN Sustainable Development Goals 2030’s vision of CSR in terms of the 5Ps – (People, Planet, Prosperity, Partnership and Peace) would appear to have concurred with Roddick (2000) that CSR is not only and cannot only be about economic responsibility. There is more to CSR than economic responsibility, the global successes and achievements made in the field support that argument. Levitt’s (1958) and Friedman’s (1962) arguments were prior to Freeman’s (1984) stakeholder approach to strategic management when people’s understanding of each stakeholder group’s contributions to the success of business in its environment was limited. Levitt (1958) seriously argues that promoting CSR and encouraging business organisations to shift their orientation from profit maximisation to CSR centred orientation which is likely to reduce profit is dangerous for business customers. Selfishness on the part of the business not selflessness Levitt (1958) argues is what will maximise business profit. He further contends that to force businesses to pursue the selflessness route will undermine the basic principles on which capitalism is based.

A few of the papers for example Idowu (2009) and Idowu (2011b) suggest that since the partial inception of the modern version of CSR in the United States of America in 1948 through Howard Bowen’s seminal paper and the field’s formal recognition in management literature also through Bowen’s 1953 book, many positive achievements have continuously been made globally in the field of CSR. Bowen’s 1953 book explored what he described as the social responsibilities of the businessman. Many of the issues Bowen (1953) raised in his book on corporate social responsibility have not only reshaped the global corporate scene and corporate conscience on CSR but have also remodelled capitalism and advocated that modern corporate entities should inculcate into their strategies, those actions and activities which depict how they hope to meet the expectations and interests of all their stakeholders. Many of these issues also have encouraged corporate entities to consciously follow strategies that would result into positive impacts on people and the environment. This was as a result of a number of adverse and negative impacts which their operational activities have simultaneously caused people and planet. CSR encourages active responsibility on the part of corporate entities of our era. All these six CSR papers have tended to draw on those positive impacts contributions which CSR has made and continues to make in societies from different dimensions in the UK and of course around the globe. Fifty percent of the papers used in the submission made direct contacts with UK companies which were listed on both the FTSE100 and FTSE350 indices at the time of each relevant study, which culminated into each of the three applicable papers. The findings of many of the six papers espouse the different parts CSR has played in remodelling and repairing capitalism, Levitt (1958 p. 42) describing executives who are already into CSR argues “everyone is in on the act, and nearly all of them mean what they say”. All these have continued to encourage and direct corporate entities in different parts of the world to take account of how they would like our world to look like in the 21st century and embed appropriate CSR actions that would facilitate it. Not only that, a series of economic, social and environmental challenges have
come to the fore (for example the 2008 Global Financial crisis, Global warming and Climate Change, Human rights abuses, depletion in the stock of some non-renewable natural resources etc) the roots of which have been traced directly to some reckless, uncaring and irresponsible behaviours by some corporations through the actions of their leaders and corporate executives. It became apparent that lasting solutions are needed to put a halt to many of these addressable social and environmental problems. With the hope of bringing some stability and sensibility to the operational practices of corporate entities globally.

Sustainable Development became a global term in the management and of course CSR literature following the Brundtland Report 1987 mentioned above in the Abstract. The Brundtland Report 1987 aims to direct the global communities’ way to finding solutions in dealing with many of the world’s current CSR related challenges. Many of the solutions needed to deal with several of these CSR challenges, have tended to revolve around encouraging governments and the business community to embed and inculcate issues relating to sustainable development and CSR into government policies and corporate strategies. To support this argument, the United Nations has held a number of Environmental Conferences in different parts of the world, for example Rio 1992, Kyoto 1997 and Rio + 20 in 2012. The same international organisation has championed in 2000 and 2015 two 15 years Development Goals namely the Millennium Development Goals 2015 and the Sustainable Development Goals 2030. These are new developments which have taken place in the CSR arena from the UN perspective.

A number of other developments in addition to the ones noted in the last paragraph have also taken place in the field of CSR before, during, since and after these papers were published. Exploring some of these developments should hopefully demonstrate the currency of the researcher’s activities in the field of CSR. The researcher delves into some these new developments in the field of CSR in the very final section of the thesis – Section 5. The following areas are those new developments which the final chapter explores:

- Integrated Reporting
- Corporate Governance
- The King Reports I – III in South Africa
- Social Innovation
- Social Entrepreneurship and Social Intrepreneurship
- Millennium Development Goals 2015
- Sustainable Development Goals 2030

These new developments will be properly explored in Section 5 below.
Components of the Research Problem

The research problem in the thesis is to explore developments of corporate social responsibility. The researcher has sub-divided the research problem to be looked at in the thesis into four components (A – D below) which address six research questions covered by the six papers submitted for the thesis. Component A has one research question, Component B has three research questions, Component C has one research question and Component D has one research question.

Below are the six main research questions which the thesis has looked at under four components a – D below.

A. Motivations for CSR Reporting

Q1 Are the Corporate Social Responsibility matters based on good intentions or false pretences?

It was deemed necessary to investigate why many corporate entities at the point in time the study was initiated had suddenly decided to embrace the voluntary disclosure of their non-financial information to their stakeholders and the world at large bearing in mind the consequential financial costs that could result from this voluntary action by them. At the point when the study commenced little was known about why companies disclose their social information to their stakeholders. Some scholars and commentators had argued that many of these companies issued their social responsibility information simply for public relations exercise Henderson (2001a), (2001b) and Smith (2003). Albeit Smith (2003) also notes that there may be a compelling business case for making a substantial commitment to CSR and disclosing information on this. It was important to understand exactly whether such disclosure was simply for strategic reasons or companies reporting on this aspect of their operations are genuinely meeting their social obligations to societies. The study was able to reveal that there are several reasons why modern companies voluntarily disclose the non-financial information of their operations see more details about some of these reasons on pages 38 - 39 below.

B. The Practice of CSR

Q2 How do UK corporate entities practice corporate social responsibility?

Being actively involved in the practice of the field of corporate social responsibility became a global phenomenon even before the United Nations agreed the Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 2015 in September 2000 but it became even a more popular phenomenon thereafter. Demonstrating that corporate entities in each nation state of the world are conscious that they must practice CSR and embed its ethos in the operational activities became a compelling issue even when there are no legal requirements in many countries for
it. For example, a few months before the UN MDGs of September 2000, the then Labour Government of Tony Blair in the UK had appointed the first ever CSR Minister anywhere in the world. It was deemed necessary by the researcher to want to understand how CSR is practiced and establish which corporate entities (both profit seeking and not-for profit) were practicing CSR in the UK, to also understand who the actors were and which organisation were supporting and encouraging CSR to flourish in the United Kingdom. The study which culminated into this paper was about finding answers to these questions. The study revealed a number of answers to these research questions, again these are noted in another section below see pages 41 - 42.

**Q3 What contributions do corporate secretaries make to CSR in the UK?**

CSR has reoriented the way all professionals perceive and practice their professions in both profit seeking and not-for profit organisations around the world. The researcher being a qualified Chartered Secretary albeit in academia, it was necessary to understand how members of the professional body of secretaries and administrators have embedded corporate social responsibility in their day to day operations in listed and unlisted companies in the UK. The study which the researcher commenced in search for answers to these questions necessitated him to contact companies using two methods what he has described as “direct” and “indirect” methods. The direct method was through contacting some UK companies directly himself and the indirect method was going through a company in central London that recruits chartered secretaries for UK listed companies and asking them to pose his research questions to company secretaries of these listed companies on his behalf. The contributions to knowledge which this study espoused are on page 41 below.

**Q4 How do decision makers use accounting information in a sustainable environment?**

Sustainable development requires that all subject disciplines must embed sustainability in all they do. This study was designed to understand how a number of traditional accounting techniques used by accountants and corporate managers in making short and long term decisions have changed to embed the requirements of sustainable development. The intention was to understand how these techniques have been reoriented to take account of the triple bottom line rather than the now defunct traditional single bottom line. The study notes the emergence of areas such as Social and Environmental Accounting (SEA) and Environmental Management Accounting (EMA) which have developed to help corporate managers in embedding social responsibility in the operational activities of business organisations.
C. Origins of CSR

Q5 What origins do Corporate Social Responsibility have in the UK?

It was deemed necessary to logically piece together the history of CSR in the UK as there was a noticeable absence of this in the literature. The study which the researcher embarked on for this paper was designed to contribute to knowledge and provide answers to a number of research questions. Below are the objectives of the paper which emanated from this study:

- To trace back CSR to its possible origin as it relates to the UK;
- To identify some events in the past which constitute CSR even though they might not have been so described during the period when these events took place;
- To provide a structure which enables readers and future researchers to organise the literature in the field of CSR;
- To comment on trends which appear evident from a systematic study of the literature on this subject and
- To offer a detailed bibliography as a starting point for those interested in this area.

The contributions to knowledge of the paper can be found in Section 4 of this submission below.

D. Ideological Perspective of CSR

Q6 Whose ideology is Corporate Social Responsibility? Is it Capitalists’ or Socialists’?

CSR is now an everyday term used everywhere in the world, it has been noted that corporate entities which are perceived by stakeholders as being socially responsible are positioned to derive enormous benefits from being so, see for example Morley (2002), McWilliams et al (2006). Prior to the publication of this paper, the researcher delved into the literature to see whether there was any indication as to whose ideology CSR is, the researcher notes that the literature was unusually silent as to who should be credited with deriving the ideology we now freely refer to as CSR. The researcher felt that understanding where the ideology stems from would add to knowledge and help to clarify a number of misgivings that might still surround the idea. There is the tendency to wrongly want to assume that CSR is a socialist ideology for two main reasons. First, the activities that stem from what CSR advocates and secondly, the presence of the word ‘social’ in its very name, are enough reasons why anyone who has not understood what CSR is all about to want to ascribe the field as a socialist ideology. The study was designed to answer a number of pertinent questions about where CSR ideology originates from, about whether CSR is a way to reform the old capitalism and thus enabling capitalism to undergo the profound metamorphosis espoused in Thurow (1966). By Old capitalism the researcher means the
strand of capitalism practised before CSR became popular globally. That strand of capitalism was based on entrepreneurship which had the sole objective of making the maximum profit to the provider(s) of finance at the expense of other key stakeholders including the natural and physical environments Sternberg (2015). It made no allowance for ethical or responsible business considerations. All those issues we now talk about in business arena as being necessary and desirable for our world to develop and become more egalitarian were of no consequence to that strand of capitalism. The contribution to knowledge of the paper is noted in Section 4 of this submission.

This submission is structured as follows: it proceeds with an overview of the research agenda and summary of the papers which have formed the cornerstone and the basis of this submission. The next section provides a summary of approaches and perspectives taken by all the six papers. The penultimate section is an overview of the contributions the six papers have made to knowledge and consequently to the literature on CSR. The final section provides the researcher’s concluding reflections on new developments in the field of CSR which are necessarily not part of the six papers used in the submission but which I believe will demonstrate my continued currency in the field of CSR. This section also provides the researcher’s discussion on where do CSR go from its current state of development.
Two
Overview of the Research Contribution to Knowledge

The six papers being used in this submission when considered collectively form a coherent whole of a research agenda premised on how CSR has evolved, been implemented and practiced in the UK before reaching its current state of development, as at this period of the 21st century. Like an imaginary butterfly, CSR has taken a number of years to metamorphosize to its current level. These six papers are evidence of that and they can be summarised in chronological order of publication in terms of their themes as follows: motivation for reporting CSR Idowu and Papasolomou (2007), the practice of CSR Idowu (2009), a profession’s (corporate secretaries’) perspective of CSR or a profession’s practice of CSR in the UK Idowu (2010), Decision making aspects of CSR using accounting techniques Idowu (2011a), the History of CSR in the UK Idowu (2011b) and Ideological CSR Idowu (2012), in as far as many of these themes relate to the United Kingdom. The table below provides an overview of the themes of the six papers in the researcher’s submission for the degree. In addition, the Figure 4.1 on page 38 of section 4 provides a pictorial account of how the themes of the papers used by the researcher inter-connect with the field of CSR.

Table 2.1 Submission’s Main Research Questions and Themes

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Paper</th>
<th>Main Research Question</th>
<th>Research Focus</th>
<th>Contribution to Knowledge</th>
<th>Research Discourse</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idowu and Papasolomou (2007)</td>
<td>Are the CSR matters based on good intentions or false pretences?</td>
<td>Explores the motivations for voluntary CSR reporting by UK listed companies</td>
<td>Motivations for annual voluntary disclosure of their non-financial information by corporate entities to stakeholders</td>
<td>Voluntary disclosure of CSR information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idowu (2009)</td>
<td>How do UK corporate entities practice CSR?</td>
<td>Explores how UK corporate entities practice CSR in a book on global practices of CSR</td>
<td>UK actors in the field of CSR and their various involvements including advocates of the practice of CSR</td>
<td>Contextual corporate social responsibility in different sectors of the UK economy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idowu (2011a)</td>
<td>How do decision makers use Accounting information in a sustainable environment?</td>
<td>The study takes an exploratory view of how sustainable development has impacted on decision making using accounting techniques</td>
<td>Accounting techniques used in decision making to encourage embedding sustainability in corporate decisions</td>
<td>Governance (ESG) in corporate governance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idowu (2011b)</td>
<td>What origins do CSR have in the UK?</td>
<td>The origins of altruistic CSR in the abolition of slave trade and CSR’s positive contributions the business enterprise during the industrial revolution</td>
<td>CSR from its traditional dimension to modern CSR with different actors in the field when both altruistic and strategic strands of CSR were practiced</td>
<td>Social and Environmental Accounting (SEA) and Environmental Management Accounting (EMA) in planning, control and decision making</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idowu (2012)</td>
<td>Whose ideology is CSR? Is it Socialists’ or Capitalists’?</td>
<td>Delves into the issue of where CSR emanates from as the literature was silent until this study came into being as to whose ideology CSR is.</td>
<td>Confirms that CSR is indeed a capitalist ideology which has brought about the new face of modern capitalism</td>
<td>Governance (ESG) in corporate governance</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The researcher provides below the aims of each paper, discusses how each paper has explored the relevant issues and the main findings whilst drawing out the contributions they make to knowledge following the study on which each of them is based.

**Paper 1**

**2.1 Idowu and Papasolomou (2007):**
This paper which according to Google scholar (as at the time of writing this submission) has been cited by one hundred six (117) researchers worldwide, contributes to the body of literature on the motivations for corporate social responsibility reporting by UK companies.
Prior to the study for the paper, researchers such as Patten (1992), Deegan et al (2000) have noted an increase in the volume of voluntary environmental disclosures in response to criticisms experienced by some corporate entities following a particular event. Deegan and Gordon (1996) and Adams et al (1998) have similarly noted an increase in disclosure by some corporate entities as a result of the risks inherent in the industries or sector in which they operate. In addition, several studies have been carried out which have focused on the market reaction to general disclosures of social responsibility information; Belkaoui (1976), Ingram (1978) and Anderson and Frankle (1980) and those that focus on market reaction to specific categories of social responsibility reporting; Freedman and Jaggi (1982, 1986 and 1988) and Shane and Spicer (1983). These studies and others similar to them did not specifically look at the motivations for voluntary reporting on CSR which makes the study – Idowu and Papasolomou (2007) unique and different from prior studies before it. This paper Idowu and Papasolomou (2007) originally set out to compare the motivations for disclosing CSR information by companies in Cyprus (where Papasolomou is based) and the United Kingdom this researcher’s home country. Unfortunately, Papasolomou received no replies or co-operation from all the companies she contacted in Cyprus about the study. This led us to decide to focus the study solely on the information Idowu received from twenty UK companies. In order to gather the required information about the theme of this particular paper, this researcher contacted by letter forty UK companies chosen from two sectors of the main UK capital market – the London Stock Exchange which at the time were known to issue CSR reports. These companies were at the time of the study either listed on the FTSE100 Index or FTSE350 Index. They were asked to explain in as much detail as possible why they issue information on their non-financial (CSR) activities. The table below depicts all those companies which provided this researcher with the required information. It must be stated here that a lot of changes have taken place with many of these companies since the study was carried out, for instance some of these companies have either been taken over by other companies and are therefore no longer directly listed on the London Stock Exchange in either of the two aforementioned sectors or are no longer UK listed companies as their parent companies have foreign domicility or have been demoted from the index because they had failed to meet the criteria to remain in that particular index.

Table 2.2 Twelve Participating UK Public Limited Companies as at the time of the study

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Provided Explanations</th>
<th>Sent CSR Report</th>
<th>Sent Annual Report</th>
<th>Referred us their website</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>5. British Airways*</td>
<td>5. mmO2*</td>
<td></td>
<td>5. Tesco*</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
At the end of the study, the researcher found that there are more than a dozen reasons why UK companies provide annually non-financial information to their stakeholders and the world at large. The paper notes that the motivations range from the desire to inform stakeholders on their CSR activities, the wish to meet the request by the then UK labour government for all FTSE 250 companies to report on their environmental performance. Many of the reasons put forward by these twenty companies suggest that reporting on CSR was then becoming part of the strategies of many UK companies towards embedding sustainable development into their operational practices and demonstrating to their stakeholders that issues relating to CSR are important to them. A list of the findings from this study will be found in section 4 of this submission below.

**Paper 2**

2.2  **Idowu (2009)**

This paper explores how different types corporate entity (both profit seeking and not for profit) in the UK practice CSR. The study was a chapter in an edited book by Idowu and Leal Filho (2009) on Global Practices of Corporate Social Responsibility with nineteen participating countries worldwide in twenty-one chapters. Googlescholar notes as at time of putting the submission together that seventeen (17) scholars around the world have cited the paper in other publications. There was no paper around on how CSR is practiced by corporate entities in the UK prior to the contributions the paper made to the literature on CSR in the UK. The following are a few examples of what the literature contained on social responsibility in the UK prior to **Idowu (2009)**; Maltby (2004) on corporate social reporting of one UK company from 1903 – 1939, Moon (2004) on government as a driver of CSR, Idowu and Towler (2004) on the contents of CSR reports of UK company and Idowu (2008) on CSR in UK higher education institutions. The piece sets the scene for the paper by delving into the literature to effectuate a number of definitions of corporate social responsibility as found in the literature as at the time of the study. The following are the authors or sources of those definitions provided - The World Business Council for Sustainable Development (1999), Bloom & Gundlach (2001), McWilliams & Siegel (2001), Jackson (2003), Crowther & Rayman-Bacchus (2004), European Union (2004) and Kotler and Lee (2005). The paper elucidates the identities of corporate entities within the UK that have
taken leading roles in promoting and encouraging the practice of CSR in the UK — Business in the Community (a brainchild of the Anglo American Conference in 1980 on Corporate Community Involvement), FTSE4Good Indices, The ACCA (a professional accountancy body) and the Government. The study provides an organisation chart of actors in the field of CSR in the UK. The researcher has not included the EU, UN, World Bank and other international bodies that play some part in what goes on in the field of CSR in the UK as the micro view of these issues in the UK were being depicted in the study when it was undertaken before its 2009 publication. See Figure 2.1 below:

**Figure 2.1 Players in the field of CSR in the UK**

Source: Idowu (2009)
The figure above depicts actors that are actively involved in the practice of corporate social responsibility in the UK. It demonstrates clearly that corporate CSR has taken hold of virtually every area of existence in the country. The government during the time of the study took a keen interest in promoting the practice of CSR in the country, for instance a few years before the study, the then UK government in March 2001 had appointed Dr Kim Howell as the Minister of CSR. The government also as part of its attempts to popularize the field in the UK issued an update to its strategy for advancing its CSR vision in May 2004, which it hopes, would aim to facilitate the following:

- Promote business activities that bring simultaneous economic, social and environmental benefits.
- Work in partnership with the private sector, community bodies, unions, consumers and other stakeholders.
- Encourage innovative approaches and continuing development and application of best practice.
- Ensure there are decent minimum levels of performance in areas such as health & safety, the environment and equal opportunities.
- Encourage increased awareness, open constructive dialogue and trust.
- Create a policy framework, which encourages and enables responsible behaviour by business.

**Source:** Corporate Social Responsibility: A Government Update May 2004 page 2.

The paper also revisited Idowu and Towler (2004) on what UK companies disclose in their CSR reports and notes that CSR reports of UK companies disclose information about the contributions which each company has made during the year preceding the reporting year under four main perspectives; namely the environment, community, marketplace and workplace.

The paper notes the following differences in reporting practices of CSR by UK companies which came to light at the time of Idowu and Towler (2004) study:
Table 2.3  Differences in companies’ reporting practices by UK companies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Company</th>
<th>Stand Alone CSR</th>
<th>Director Responsible for CSR</th>
<th>FTSE4Good Index</th>
<th>Business in the Community Index</th>
<th>Dow Jones Sustainability Index</th>
<th>ISO 14001 Index</th>
<th>Supports Named Charities?</th>
<th>CSR Report Has a Theme</th>
<th>Sets Annual Targets for CSR</th>
<th>Has Web site for CSR</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Shell Group</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tesco</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Royal Bank of Scotland</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barclays Bank</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manchester United</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friends Provident</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG Group</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Centrica</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Foods</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bradford &amp; Bingley (now part of Santander Bank)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kingston Communications</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------------------------------</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
<td>---</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Balfour Beatty</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Safeway (now Morrisons)</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Grid</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tullow Oil</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>mmO2(O2) owned by Telefónica</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Northern Rock now owned by Virgin Money</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>x</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
<td>√</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: A comparative study of the contents of CSR reports of UK companies (2004)
The paper was able to increase societal knowledge about how UK companies practice and implement their actions in the field of corporate social responsibility in line with eighteen other countries worldwide that contributed to the edited book on the *Global Practices of Corporate Social Responsibility* Idowu and Leal Filho (2009).

**Paper 3:**

**2.3 Idowu (2010)**

The study that led to this paper delves into the issue of how UK Corporate Secretaries (my professional affiliation – I am a Chartered Secretary by training) see their roles in CSR and the contributions the company secretaries make to the development of the field of CSR. The paper was published in an edited book on “Professionals’ Perspectives of Corporate Social Responsibility” where twenty-one professions globally expressed views on how these professions have inculcated and continue to inculcate CSR into what they do. It was felt necessary by the researcher to explore this issue because of the popularity of CSR worldwide and no view of its professional dimension had been taken prior to this study. Several scholars attest to the fact that CSR has become very popular virtually in all economies around the globe. For example Vogel (2005) found 30,000 sites for CSR on Google, Vogel (2005) also notes that there are more than 15 million pages on the World Wide Web addressing different dimensions of CSR including more than 100,000 corporate websites. Broomhill (2007) discovers 12,500 citations of CSR on Google Scholar, 12,900,000 phrases on CSR on internet Google and 97,800 of the same on Australian websites. Kotler and Lee (2005) from a survey of the Global Fortune Top 250 companies note a continued increase in the number of American companies reporting on corporate responsibility. To demonstrate that the popularity of CSR is worldwide, the United Nations has since 1992 organised several Climate Change Conferences in different parts of the world some of which are – Rio (1992), Kyoto (1997), Johannesburg (2002), Bali (2007); Poznan (2008), Copenhagen (2009), Cancun (2010), Durban (2011), Doha (2012), Warsaw (2013), Lima (2014) and Paris 2015. Not only that, governments around the world are encouraging corporate and individual citizens within their jurisdictions to behave responsibly in ameliorating the adverse impacts of their operations on society, for example, that corporate entities should set CO2 emissions reduction targets and meet them. Idowu (2009) notes that 81% of FTSE100 companies are now actively reporting on their CSR activities either on their corporate websites and/or using paper copy of standalone annual CSR reports and 5% of these companies have their CSR activities reported on by related organisations. Grant Thornton (2007) in their annual corporate governance review argues that 94% of FTSE 350 firms included a reference to CSR in their annual reports; 84% of these firms claim to have a dedicated process in place for monitoring CSR activity, 40% of FTSE 100 now issue standalone CSR reports and some of these companies are seeking to authenticate the validity of the information provided in their CSR reports by reference to some form of external verification of these reports by specialists in the field.
As noted above the researcher used two methods to collect information from company secretaries of UK companies. I used what I described in the paper as “direct” and “indirect method”. In the direct method, I sent letters to thirty listed UK companies’ company secretaries inviting them to provide me with information on how their companies have absorbed the field of CSR into their professional activities giving me information about the pitfalls and benefits that have accrued from inculcating CSR into what they do. The direct method generated ten responses out of which only three provided the required information; the other seven stated that they were unwilling to participate in the study for different reasons; for example some companies stated that the time to provide the required information was not available to them. With the “indirect method”, I sought assistance from at the time a practicing company secretary who in turn enlisted the assistance of a company which specialises in the recruitment of company secretaries for FTSE100, FTSE250 and other quoted companies in the UK. The London based recruitment company emailed letters to 40 listed companies in different sectors and different parts of the UK asking them to provide exactly the same information contained in the letter I sent out using the direct method. The indirect method on the other hand generated eight responses with four of these companies providing the required information, whilst the remaining four companies stated that they did not have the time to participate in the study and wanted to wish the study every success. Below I have listed the names of the seven companies which provided me with the required information.

1. Balfour Beatty Plc
2. Bellway Plc
3. Bovis Homes Plc
4. Centrica Plc
5. ITV Plc
6. Lloyds TSB Plc
7. Tesco Plc

From the information received from the seven participation companies, it was noted that corporate secretaries in collaboration with their other senior colleagues in UK companies are actively involved in making decisions about corporate involvements in issues relating to corporate social responsibility. I was also able to gather from this study that several large UK companies now have Corporate Social Responsibility Committees which are chaired by one of their Executive Directors who usually have the title of CSR Director or similar titles indicating that they are responsible for non-financial aspects of their companies. The Group Company Secretary of one of the seven participating companies stated that they had chaired this committee between 2003 and 2006. The Group Company Secretary of another of our companies at the time of the study chaired this committee. These Committees have an explicit remit to carry out several CSR activities within the particular company. It was also found that these companies’ corporate secretaries are members of these Corporate Social Responsibility Committees.
The following is a summary of some of the CSR issues included in the explicit remit for which the CSR committee in each of the participating companies are responsible:

- Assessing and managing risk
- Developing corporate social responsibility strategy
- Reviewing social, ethical and environmental (SEE) policies and practices
- Encouraging best practice throughout the business
- Identifying opportunities to improve the effectiveness and sustainability of the business using community and environmental initiatives
- Reviewing, agreeing, monitoring and reporting on corporate social responsibility Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)
- Increasing internal awareness of corporate social responsibility
- Improving stakeholder communication and engagement
- Ensuring that the company’s KPIs are meeting the needs of their stakeholders and the company continuing to be good neighbours in the communities they serve
- Ensuring that their KPIs are robust enough to reduce drastically their areas of adverse impact for example climate change, health and safety, local impact, employees.
- Making governance arrangements
- Reporting and disclosing information on their non financial performance
- Being involved in stakeholder Engagement
- Increasing employee engagement and customer satisfaction
- Providing the lead on the Conduct and Behaviour of the companies
- Providing the environment for better Corporate Social Responsibility Management

Looking at all the different issues noted above, it is easy to argue that corporate secretaries in addition to their standard roles in organisations have had to extend their contributions to managing the corporate entities they work by embedding CSR related activities which are designed to take cognisance of what sustainable development requires modern corporate entities to be involved in.

**Paper 4:**

**2.4 Idowu (2011a)**

The researcher chose to look at how decision makers use accounting information in a sustainable environment in an edited book on the *Theory and Practice of Corporate Social Responsibility*. The researcher’s chapter in the book uses some traditional management accounting techniques to explore how accountants and corporate managers inculcate the CSR principle of sustainability in the process of making both short term and long term business decisions. The paper delves into how those accounting techniques explored in the chapter have been adapted to inculcate sustainable development in decision making.

The paper notes that accounting scholars have joined the CSR crusade to encourage modern corporations to take appropriate measures which either alleviate or totally remove the
adverse impacts of corporate operational activities on the environment (see for example Gul and Chia 1994, Milne 1996, Burritt et al 2002). Corporations have in turn taken a number of positive actions to improve their environmental profiles in this regard, Porter and Kramer (2006). Some of the actions taken by these corporations have come about because of a number of reasons for example as a result of some government legislations or directives in different parts of the world. See for example, Montz and Dixon (1993) who argue that the New Zealand Resource Management Act (1991) has compelled all corporations that are making applications in New Zealand for resource consents to include a detailed assessment of any actual or potential effects of the resulting activities of their operations on the environment and how such applicants intend to mitigate these adverse impacts. Tilt and Symes (1999) also argue that as a result of the government legislation in Australia, there was an increase in the number of Australian mining companies rehabilitating mining sites after depleting the mines. Needless to say, there are several accounting implications of the actions which these governments’ legislations are compelling corporations to take following their environmentally related operational activities. Academic accountants have understood the serious consequences of not being seen to be embedding sustainable development into corporate decision making and other issues pertinent to the accounting function of corporate entities. Lehman (1995) argues that accounting in its nexus role should constrain organisational activities; especially those that involve environmental degradation. Nelson (1993) also supports this view and argues that if the accounting profession failed to take this suggestion on board, it runs the risk of losing its legitimacy and credibility in the eyes of non-accountants and their clients. If the accountancy profession allowed this to happen, there is a strong possibility that accountants would lose society’s trust, respect and the unique role which the accountancy profession performs in society would be perceived as less credible with serious ethical and financial consequences for the profession and those who earn their living from it.

Idowu (2011a) delves into the field of Environmental Management Accounting (EMA) a subset of the field of Social and Environmental Accounting (SEA). The field of SEA Tilt (2009) argues came into being as a result of the need to embed CSR into the accounting profession’s traditional three dimensional focus – financial accounting, management accounting and audit. The areas of focus by those accountants specialising in the three areas are understandably different and as a result, the areas of CSR that are of interest to them will be dissimilar. Tilt (2009) explains these subject disciplines and the CSR focus as follows: Financial accountants are primarily interested in social and environmental implications of assets and liabilities and how to report on them in some standard socially responsible way. The management accountants Tilt (2009) argues are concerned with costs and benefits associated with environmental issues whilst the auditors are concerned with providing some verification or assurance of the social accounts produced from the information generated from both financial accounting and management accounting systems. Solomon (1994) describes the environment as one of the few silent stakeholder groups that exist. The environment has no voice to protest about what is happening to it, it neither attends any annual general meetings nor has the capability to cast a vote there. Having said this,
destroying it has some serious consequences on us all; some of these consequences are now becoming apparent to everyone when looked at from different dimensions e. g. Climate Change, Global warming and some of these consequences still remain unknown, it may take several decades before these become apparent to everyone. This was why I argue in Idowu (2011a) that decision makers using accounting techniques must bear in mind the impact of their decisions on both the silent and non-silent stakeholders. This led Idowu (2011a) to devise a pictorial three dimensional inter-relationship which should exists between the Environment, Corporate Entities and Accounting below:

Figure 2.2 A Three Dimensional inter-relationship

Source: Idowu (2011a)

What goes on in both the natural environment and business environment are interdependent, unfortunately this did not become clear to us until relatively recently Vitousek (1994), Parmesan and Yohe (2003). A lot of things had been done inappropriately; the field of Environmental Management Accounting (EMA) was devised to address some of these socially inappropriate aspects of the traditional management accounting practices which provide information for decision making by senior corporate managers. The paper explores some traditional areas of short term and long term management decisions under sustainable development as noted in Brabazon and Idowu (2001) using the cost of quality model and the technique of product costing was also explored in the paper.
2.5   Idowu (2011b)

This paper traces back key historical landscapes of corporate social responsibility in the UK from the 1600s, when the first ever known multinational corporation – the East India Company (EIC) was incorporated in the City of London on 31st December 1600. The company for more than 200 years successfully met the original CSR of a business enterprise (often described in today’s terms as the basic social responsibility of corporations). This basic CSR of business Carroll (1991) in his summation of the constituents of the total CSR of a business describes as the economic strand of CSR which are delivering profits to shareholders, creating employment for people, providing goods and services to its customers and paying corporate taxes to the King/government. What we refer to as the CSR of corporate entities in today’s terms is far more complex and embracing than that. We take for granted in modern days that modern businesses must demonstrate responsibility well above the basic CSR. Businesses that only meet their basic responsibilities are in fact socially irresponsible in the modern world. The paper also explores the strand of CSR practiced in the UK in the 1700s during the Industrial Revolution and during the drive towards the abolition of slave trade. The trade in African slave was started in 1440 by the Portuguese and went on for almost 400 years until 1833. Great Britain joined the ‘business’ as a full participant in 1562, as a slave trading nation and for nearly 300 years Great Britain was actively involved in slavery, shipping West Africans to the New World and West Indies. The strand of CSR that was depicted through the actions of a number of people who disapproved of the trade and campaigned peacefully to end it during the 1770s is what Carroll (1991) describes as Discretionary CSR and Lantos (2001) describes as altruistic CSR, that is, “the responsibility to live and act for the interest of others Lantos (2011) page 605 a strand which Carroll (1991) also describes as philanthropic or charitable corporate social responsibility.

In an attempt to logically trace back my view of the history of CSR in the UK, I present below Figure 2.3 an adapted version of a figure from page 7 of Ward and Smith (2006) which identifies some of these landmark events that have contributed to the development and laid the foundations of corporate social responsibility in the United Kingdom. The paper – Idowu (2011b) in fact did not explore all the events depicted in the figure in Ward and Smith (2006) but it explored a few other events which Ward and Smith (2006) did not include in their own study. My intention was basically to add a few more landmark events and throw more light into Ward and Smith’s (2006) excellent study of these historical events which form the history of CSR in the United Kingdom.
The period between 1750 and 1830 marked an important era in the history of man on planet earth, the period is often described as the "Industrial Revolution". The Industrial Revolution time marked the genesis of a change in the way people lived and worked in Great Britain and of course elsewhere around the world. It started the period which has now culminated into the process of a continuous damage of the natural and physical environments of planet earth. The period marked a shift in people’s lifestyle, it marked a change from living in villages and hamlets and working on farms to living in towns and cities and working in factories manufacturing mass produced goods, this is the change being highlighted here. It was in fact the beginnings of the journey which culminated into many of today’s social, economic and environmental problems. For example, it was the start of the process that would cause the problem of Global Warming and Climate Change which we have constantly debated and talked about for more than a quarter of a century since we
were told by scientists that our actions have led to the problem. Not only that, several other problems have ensued as a result of the change from solely agricultural economy to an economy that relies heavily on mass industrial production of goods which were consumed locally and exported elsewhere.

During that time which is nearly 300 years ago, the paper successfully notes the practice of CSR by many of the then UK entrepreneurs and industrialists who ran and operated factories in different parts of the country. Names such as Titus Salt (who I describe in the paper as the pioneer of modern environmentalism) took an action to prevent a serious problem of environmental pollution caused by manufacturing factories in the Bradford area of West Yorkshire by relocating his own wool factory away from the town of Bradford to a place later named Saltaire after him. Richard Arkwright another entrepreneur built rent free houses near his factories for his staff in Derby and other towns where his factories were located. George Cadbury the chocolate merchant and founder of Dairy Milk who operated his factories mainly in the Birmingham area dedicated his time to helping those he considered less privileged than him. He built workers’ model village of Bourneville near Birmingham, he also built a hospital, reading rooms and washhouses for both his employees and the general public. Robert Peel (Senior) the father of Robert Peel Junior (a Tory Prime Minister in the 1830s) led the campaign for the abolition of child labour with an Act of Parliament in the 19th century, (he originally used children as young as 9 years old in his cotton factories in the Staffordshire area). Joseph Rowntree the sweet manufacturer pioneered holiday and sick pay in the UK. All these are examples of industrialists who stood out during the particular period as having practiced what we now describe as CSR. Albeit these actions noted above they took during the time in question when profit was the only objective of entrepreneurship, there was absolutely no need for them to be socially responsible or act beyond what we now describe as the basic CSR of businesses.

The paper Idowu, (2011b) also explored the contributions of the Quaker Group also known as the Religious Society of Friends to the development of CSR in the UK and also in the USA. The Quaker Group was formed in 1562 in England by George Fox. Many of their principles resonate with what CSR requires modern businesses today to ensure they weave into their corporate strategies, for example treating all stakeholders well, responsible business practices just to mention a couple.

The paper rejects the erroneous belief that CSR reporting started in the UK in the 1970s as noted in the following contributions to the literature on social reporting: Gray et al (1995), Adams et al (1998), Clarke and Gibson-Sweet (1999) and Jones et al (2006). Maltby (2004), in a study of the reporting activity of a number of British manufacturing companies with special attention to the Sheffield steelmakers – Hadfields Limited, notes that some UK companies had disclosed information similar to what is currently described as reporting on CSR activities since the beginning of the 1900s. The companies studied by Maltby (2004) had voluntarily provided non-financial information to the general public in addition to their annual financial reports, albeit at the Annual General Meeting (AGM). Hadfields Ltd was established in 1872 but not quoted on the London Stock Exchange until 1904. It was the second largest employer among Sheffield steelmakers with about 5,690 employees at its

The paper contributes to the literature by affirming that CSR is not a 20th century concept or phenomenon; history suggests that CSR has existed since the existence of business and society, in fact the paper goes back to 1600 to trace the origins of CSR in the United Kingdom when the very first multinational company was incorporated. Originally, it was the basic expectations or requirements of members of society that business was looked upon to satisfy. Over time, these expectations have now been extended to include those issues that now fall under the modern definition of CSR.

Paper 6:

2.6 Idowu (2012)

The final paper in this submission sets out to untangle the ideological dimensions of CSR. The tendency to involuntarily want to assume that CSR is a socialist ideology as its name suggests is real. In fact Friedman (1962, 1970) one of the main adversaries of the field also fell in to this misconception of the idea of CSR when he argued that businesses are not set up by their owners for eleemosynary (charitable) purposes. Friedman (1962) wrongly assumed that by advocating that businesses should be socially responsible he felt was tantamount to advocating socialism. The researcher wanted to use the final paper in the submission to sort out the misconception which might still be floating around amongst those who still believe or assume that the idea of CSR is about socialism or amongst those who are still unsure of its desirability in both the corporate world and civil society. The attempt made with paper was to add to the literature a definitive answer to the question as to whether CSR stems from capitalism or socialism.

In my attempt to establish whether CSR emanated from capitalism or socialism, I carried out an examination of the literature to see whether the literature has given any conclusive evidence or indicated as to whether or not CSR is a capitalists’ doctrine. In fact it was noted that the literature as at that point in time was unusually silent in this respect, perhaps it was assumed that we were all aware of who ‘owns’ the idea or concept of CSR. However, after examining the activities that stem from the ideology and considering the presence of the word ‘social’ in its very name one it might not be wrong to deduce that CSR has some relationship with socialism as a doctrine. That was also my original assumption before I commenced the study which culminated in Idowu (2012). A few scholars are in fact suggesting that the word ‘social’ should be taken out of CSR and simply refer to the concept as ‘corporate responsibility, to the researcher that is really not the way to deal with the issue.

The strand of modern CSR which has its roots in Bowen (1953) which as I noted above did experience a series of criticisms in the literature by some scholars who were unconvinced by what CSR expects corporate entities and individual citizens to engage in, see for example
Levitt (1958), Friedman (1962, 1970) and Henderson (2001a and 2001b). These scholars wrongly ascribed CSR to socialism. Levitt (1958) in his own misconception of CSR wrote an article in the Harvard Business Review in which he warned society of the dangers of CSR, equally Friedman (1962) was unimpressed and not too keen on the idea of businesses being asked to take up some social responsibilities which supporters of the concept believe will benefit both business and society. We have always lived in a society of ‘give’ and ‘take’, what CSR is expecting corporate entities to do is give back some of the resources they derive from society to ensure that many of the preventable social ills such poverty, human rights abuses, environmental degradation etc which are prevalent is societies around are adequately resourced. Henderson (2001a and 2001b) even in the 21st century was still of the view that CSR is nothing more than ‘global Salvationism’ that will do nothing but lead to undesirable regulation of business, raising costs and diminishing both economic freedom and profits. That was not his only negative views about CSR Henderson (2001) expressed, he also argued that CSR will result in a reduction in welfare and that the market economy would be seriously undermined. These three scholars and others who share their views about CSR were too entrenched in businesses returning maximum profits to the shareholders but taking little or no account of other legitimate stakeholders.

The advent of CSR in its current understanding has in fact continued to ameliorate the adverse impacts of old capitalism. Carroll (2016) argues that the writings of some scholars in the 1960s for example Frederick, (1960), McGuire (1963), Davis (1967) and Walton (1967) have provided the conceptual work on what CSR means in theory and practice which have simultaneously laid the foundation on how modern capitalism has continued to evolve; be remodelled and perceived. It is this remodelling of capitalism which has set the scene to repair our damaged planet and ensure that we treat both animate and inanimate members of the planet with respect and responsibility. Thurow (1966) also writing in the 1960s explains how today’s economic forces shape tomorrow’s world through what he describes as the profound metamorphosis of capitalism.

The paper Idowu (2012) also considers Birch’s (2003) argument with regard to some of the initiatives modern capitalist business enterprises which aspire to be socially responsible and would like to be perceived as being so are expected to engage in. Table 2.4 below provides these initiatives as noted in Birch (2003).

**Table 2.4 Some Corporate Social Responsibility Initiatives**

| 1. | Corporate social responsibility initiatives and reporting |
| 2. | Corporate citizenship initiatives and reporting |
| 3. | Sustainability initiatives and reporting |
| 4. | Triple bottom line reporting and initiatives |
| 5. | Non-mandatory social, environmental and governance initiatives and reporting |
| 6. | Some mandatory social, environmental and governance initiatives and reporting |
| 7. | Socially responsible and ethical investment funds reporting |
| 8. | Corporate reputation indices |
| 9. | National and international corporate governance guidelines |
| 10. | Engagement with global initiatives |
11. Adoption of new reporting and performance guidelines and standards

12. Strategic community involvement, investment and engagement

13. Long term business/community partnerships

14. Greater stakeholder dialogue and engagement

15. Compliance with legislation and regulation in corporate social responsibility, governance and related issues

Source: Birch (2003) pp. 1 – 2

Birch (2003) focuses his argument and the Table 2.4 above on reporting, standards and corporate engagement with different stakeholders. These are issues which have cropped up time and time again in many capitalist societies with regard to corporate governance. These issues would not have been on the list of priorities in the old socialist societies. A number of corporate scandals and failures around the globe have highlighted that weak and unethical governance systems will result in scandals, corporate collapses and failures with devastating consequences to stakeholders far and near. A good system of governance in place will generally be concerned with transparency, accountability and fairness. The socially inept capitalism practiced before the advent of CSR was accused of lacking them but CSR has encouraged corporate entities of today that they need be seen to embed these key features of good governance in everything they do in order to ensure that modern capitalism serves the needs of everyone.

The paper Idowu (2012) also argues that we now live in an era where everyone accepts that modern corporate entities have some social responsibilities towards society, even the most adamant opponents of CSR agree with this viewpoint. There are however, several different opinions as to what these responsibilities constitute or entail. In truth, there are various paradigms of corporate social responsibility (Idowu 2012). Some scholars believe and argue fervently that an entity’s sole social responsibility is to increase its profits whilst operating within the confines of the law Friedman (1962, 1970). That is the economic responsibility of business which is legitimate and desirable, in any case an unprofitable business is a socially irresponsible business since an unprofitable business will soon fail and cease to operate and thus be unable to meet its stakeholders’ needs.

Conversely, in his triple bottom line reporting, Elkington (1997) argues that the social responsibility of a business entity is three-fold; to create Economic value (that is to be profitable), to create Ecological value (namely to engage in activities which are beneficial to the natural environment) and to create Social value (which requires it to engage in activities that are beneficial to life and the community).

Carroll & Buchholtz (2003) argue that the social responsibility of a business organisation is four fold and can be expressed either as a pyramid or in terms of an equation. When expressed as an equation, it is the sum total of four different responsibilities which are, Economic responsibility (ECR) (which is to make a profit), Legal responsibility (LGR) (to obey the law), Ethical responsibility (ETR) (to do what is right, fair and just at all times) and Philanthropic responsibility (PHR) (to be a good corporate citizen).
Expressed mathematically, the equation from Carroll & Buchholtz’s (2003) study:

$$CSR = ECR + LGR + ETR + PHR$$

When expressed in terms of a pyramid, the entity’s $ECR$ is at the base and $PHR$ is at the top. CSR is therefore depicted in a hierarchical form in the following order $ECR$, $LGR$, $ETR$, and $PHR$ as shown in Figure 2.4 below.

### Figure 2.4  Carroll’s pyramid of CSR

![Carroll’s pyramid of CSR](source)

Source: Carroll (2016) in Carroll’s CSR Pyramid: Taking another look page 5

The above notions of what constitute CSR have undoubtedly re-oriented capitalism and transformed it into what a few have wrongly perceived as socialism Friedman (1962, 1970), Henderson (2001a, 2001b). The researcher argues that if CSR were in fact a socialist ideology, Western multinational corporations would not have exported the idea of CSR to countries such as Russia, China and those nations in Europe that have transformed from controlled economy to market economy. There is practically no nation around the world today where the idea of CSR is not practiced or encouraged in one form or another. That is
definitely an indication that the concept of CSR has come of age and helped to propagate a better way of doing business globally.
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Summary of Approaches and Perspectives

The six papers being submitted for this degree are mainly based on the qualitative research. Several of the papers stem from the researcher’s qualitative review of research studies in the field of CSR stemming mostly from Bowen (1953) but going back some three hundred years during the period of slave trade when Lantos (2001) altruistic CSR was unconsciously practiced in the UK and other strands of CSR up to the 1950s. This was deemed necessary because one of the papers examined the history of CSR in the UK. This necessitated digging well into what transpired in the UK prior to the 1950s with reference to what we now describe as CSR. It must be pointed out that the field of CSR is a relatively new one when compared with other well known areas of business and society which are of interest to both researchers and practitioners. However, when one looks at the field of CSR globally, a lot has been done by many scholars – the researcher typing the word “corporate social responsibility” on Google has generated 76,300,000 results in 1.18 seconds, that’s nearly 80,000,000 the population of Germany and more than UK’s population of 62,000,000. It is in fact a growing field which affects all disciplines of human existence. We are all expected to be socially responsible regardless of what we do and what our disciplines are (Idowu and Filho 2010). Idowu and Filho (2010) argue in their edited book on professionals’ perspectives of CSR that CSR affects and touches all areas of human existence. Their evidence for this statement stems from the number of professions which participated in that book project, of twenty-two Chapters made up of five parts namely, Business and management, Engineering, Environment, NGOs and Leisure and Education, Consultancy and Research. A lot is happening in the field of CSR globally.

3.1 The Methodology Employed by the Researcher to Dealing with the Research Problem

This section of the thesis discusses the research methodology adopted by the researcher in dealing with the CSR themes of the research problem. The section deals with many of the key issues in research methodology that are of relevance to the procedure adopted by the researcher in data collection, analysis and interpretation of the data used in studies that resulted in the six papers which are used in the submission. In other words the section deals with the theoretical underpinnings of research methodology and how these theoretical underpinnings have contributed to the forming of the thesis in its quest to contribute to knowledge and people’s understanding of the different CSR themes of the papers.

Dudovskiy (2015) describes qualitative research as “words, feelings, emotions, sounds and other non-numerical elements which are used to gather data in order to add to people’s understanding of an issue and/or an area”. Dudovskiy (2015) further notes that “information is considered qualitative in nature if it cannot be analysed by means of mathematical techniques”. As the theme of the thesis is about exploring developments of corporate social responsibility, it has adopted the qualitative approach to research methodology. The thesis is therefore about piecing together what the world did not
previously know about how CSR has developed from the following different dimensions – motivation, practice, origins and ideology - the areas of interest to the research output that resulted in the six papers. It also needs to be noted here that the researcher has chosen to address the research problem using descriptive research approach. The purpose of descriptive research Saunders et al (2000) note is “to gain an accurate profile of events, persons or situations” which therefore explains why many of the research questions provided in Section 1 on pages 6 – 9 above start with or include “What”, “How”, “Whose” or “When”. Saunders et al (2000) argue that descriptive research “may be an extension of a piece of exploratory research or a forerunner to a piece of exploratory research”. Welman et al (2006) in fact support Saunders et al (2000) views on this when they state that descriptive research could also be used to explain phenomena and to predict behaviour. Saunders et al (2000) and Welman et al (2006) arguments are relevant to this thesis in many respects. Notably, from the title of the thesis and its objectives, this researcher argues that these two dimensions concur with what Saunders et al (2000) and Welman et al (2006) have put forward with regard to descriptive research, the methodology adopted in this researcher’s thesis.

Research Philosophies

Saunders et al (2000) explain research philosophy simply as “a system of beliefs and assumptions about the development of knowledge”. This simple but powerful definition of what research philosophy means suggests that any researcher setting out to carry out a research study either consciously or unconsciously makes some assumptions about knowledge development. These assumptions consequently influence how the research questions are put together, how these research questions are understood, the method used in the research and how findings from the study are interpreted by the researcher. These philosophical assumptions in knowledge development can be broken down into different parts namely:

- **Epistemological assumptions** – which are assumptions about human knowledge.
- **Ontological assumptions** – which relate to assumptions about the realities encountered in the research study.
- **Axiological assumptions** – which relate to the ways the researcher’s values influence the research process.

These assumptions can be further distinguished into their objectivism and subjectivism elements where objectivism “incorporates the assumptions of the natural sciences, arguing that the social reality researched is external to the researcher and other social actors” and where subjectivism “incorporates assumptions of the arts and humanities, asserting that social reality is made from the perceptions and consequent actions of social actors – people”.

These studies which culminated into the papers made a number of assumptions which the theories on research methodology have put forward, for example the assumption that there
is a gap in knowledge and what is known about several of these areas led to studies being undertaken on them which is epistemology, both ontology and axiology played some parts in the researcher’s perception of events that unfolded in the six studies.

Research philosophy has different branches in its many dimensions but in business studies there are two contrasting research philosophies in general terms namely – positivism and phenomenology. Positivism “relates to the philosophical stance of the natural scientist and entails working with an observable social reality to produce law-like generalisation” Phenomenology (which is a strand of Interpretivism) on the other hand “focuses on participants’ lived experience, their recollections and interpretations of those experiences, being particularly concerned with generating meanings and gaining insights into those phenomena. Table 3.1 below from Dudovskiy (2015), which the author notes is sourced from Easterby-Smith et al (2008) clearly, explains the differences between these two branches of philosophy:

Table 3.1 Main Differences between Positivism and Phenomenology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Positivism Paradigm</th>
<th>Phenomenology Paradigm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Basic notions</td>
<td>The world is perceived as external and objective.</td>
<td>The world is perceived to socially constructed and subjective.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Independence of observer</td>
<td>Observer is considered a part of the object of observation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Value-free approach to science</td>
<td>Human interests drive science</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Responsibilities of researcher</td>
<td>Focusing on facts</td>
<td>Focusing on meanings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Causalities and fundamental laws are searched</td>
<td>Aiming to understand the meaning of events</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phenomenon are reduced to the simplest elements</td>
<td>Exploring the totality of each individual case</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hypotheses formulation and testing them</td>
<td>Ideas are developed by induction from data</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most suitable research methods</td>
<td>Concepts to be operationalised</td>
<td>Using several methods in order to differentiate aspects of phenomenon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Samples have to be large</td>
<td>Small samples are analysed in greater depth over or over longer period of time.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
From the foregoing differences between these two paradigms – positivism and phenomenology, this researcher argues that all the six papers used in his thesis fall mostly under the positivism philosophical approach because they all benefit from the advantages of positivism philosophy which Dudovskiy (2015) argues include “fast speed of conducting the research and coverage of a wide range of situations”. This has been said because the six studies did not take an excessively long period of time to complete when they were conducted besides; CSR covers a very wide range of issues about business, society and the environment.

Scholars also often dichotomise between deductive and inductive approaches to research Neuman (2003), Goddard and Melville (2004), Bernard (2011), Gabriel (2013). Gabriel (2013) simply differentiates between the two approaches by saying that deductive approach is aimed at testing theory; it tests the validity of assumptions in hand. Inductive approach on the other hand Gabriel (2013) notes is concerned with generating new theories emerging from data. This researcher has used a combination of the two approaches to research in all the six studies which led from the papers used in this submission.

Before going on to take a brief overview of the research methods used in the six paper, the researcher at this point of the thesis answers a question he has posed to himself ‘how do these areas of research methodology underpin your own research activities that culminated into the output being used for this submission’?

As has been noted above in the discussions on some of the relevant theories of research methodology to the researcher’s papers, Table 3.2 below provides an overview of the answer to the question in the last paragraph with a summary of the research methodology adopted in the studies on which the thesis is based, this hopefully provides the required answer to that question.

Table 3.2 Summary of the Research Methodology

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Problem Components</th>
<th>Research Questions</th>
<th>Research Design</th>
<th>Study</th>
<th>Paper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Exploring developments of corporate social responsibility</td>
<td>Motivations for CSR reporting</td>
<td>Are the Corporate Social Responsibility matters based on good intentions or false pretences?</td>
<td>Qualitative and descriptive approach through letters sent to senior executives of twenty UK companies</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploring developments of corporate social responsibility</td>
<td>The Practice of CSR</td>
<td>How do UK corporate entities practice corporate social responsibility? What contributions do corporate secretaries make to CSR in the UK? How do decision makers use accounting information in a sustainable environment?</td>
<td>Qualitative and secondary approach through literature search of prior studies Qualitative and descriptive through letters directly and indirectly to UK companies Qualitative and secondary desk research of prior studies</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploring developments of corporate social responsibility</td>
<td>Origins of CSR</td>
<td>What origins do Corporate Social Responsibility have in the UK?</td>
<td>Qualitative and secondary desk research of prior studies</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Exploring developments of corporate social responsibility</td>
<td>Ideological Perspective of CSR</td>
<td>Whose ideology is Corporate Social Responsibility? Is it Capitalists’ or Socialists’?</td>
<td>Qualitative and secondary desk research of prior studies</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The Role of the Researcher in the Research Activities

This section briefly discusses the role of the researcher in the research activities which culminated in the six papers used in the thesis. As noted in an earlier section, all but one of the papers were sole authored by the researcher which consequently means that all the research activities needed to get the five papers were undertaking by the researcher. The Only paper that the researcher co-authored with another scholar – Idowu and Papasolomou (2007) initially set out to compare the motivations for disclosing non-financial information by businesses in the UK – Idowu’s home country and Cyprus – Papasolomou’s home country. Idowu collected all the UK data but Papasolomou was unsuccessful in collecting the required data in Cyprus as none of the companies she contacted responded to her request for information. This then necessitated the change in the title of the paper. Idowu was responsible for most of the activities and corrections of the paper after its review by the academic journal that published the paper.

A Brief Overview of Approaches of Each of the Papers

To address the six research questions noted in Section 1 of the thesis above six separate studies at different times were carried out by the researcher, Table 3.2 has simply summarised the perspectives taken in dealing with the four research components. The section below is the researcher’s brief discussions of the six papers.

In the first paper, Idowu and Papasolomou (2007) used an empirical research method to gather the required information from twenty UK listed companies about their motivations for wanting to disclose information on their CSR activities to their stakeholders and the world at large. Prior to the time of this particular research study a number of studies had been carried out which had explored the disclosure of CSR information by corporate entities to their stakeholders see for example Ullmann, (1985), Roberts (1992) and Gray et al (1995). None of these studies looked into why organisations disclose their CSR information to the public. It was deemed necessary to want to study the reasons why many organisations both profit seeking and non-profit seeking believe they should disclose their non-financial information to the world at large.

Idowu (2009) bases its qualitative research methodology on prior studies of others and Idowu and Towler (2004). It sets about to explore the practice of CSR in the UK, just like those other twenty one chapters in the book on Global Practices of CSR edited by Idowu and Filho (2009). It was necessary for one to delve into the literature to establish how CSR was being practised at that point in time in the UK. The search of the literature helped to elucidate the following as organisations encouraging the practice of CSR in the UK: Business in the Community (BitC) since 1982 with their annual awards for excellence and Corporate Responsibility Index, FTSE4Good Indices since 2001 with a series of benchmark and tradable indices on the London Stock Exchange and the ACCA Best Practices for Sustainability Reporting since 1990 with their drive to identify and reward innovative attempts to
communicate corporate sustainability performance. It was noted as at the time of researching for the paper that the ACCA’s annual awards have extended to countries in Europe, Africa, North America and Asia. Moon (2004) notes the roles played by the two different governments of Margaret Thatcher - Tory (1979 – 1991) and Tony Blair – Labour (1997 – 2007) in encouraging CSR to thrive in the UK albeit from two different dimensions and different political ideologies. For instance, the Labour government of Tony Blair raised the profile in CSR in the UK by being the first government anywhere in the world to appoint a Minister for CSR in March 2000 when the Right Honourable Dr Kim Howells was appointed to the post. Idowu and Towler (2004) also recounted a number of Acts of Parliament put in place in order to correct a number of the social and economic imbalances which were rampant in the UK in the 1960s and 1970s for example the Equal Pay Act 1970, Health & Safety at Work Act 1974, Sex Discrimination Act 1975 and Race Relation Act 1976, just to mention a few. All these Acts Idowu and Towler (2004) note are CSR related because they were meant to solve a number of social and economic problems which came to the fore during the particular period in time. During the new millennium a number of UK government departments for instance the DTI (2001), DEFRA (2002), DTI (2004) engaged in several CSR related issues in the attempt to increase awareness of the part of both corporate and individual citizens to take the issue of CSR seriously.

Idowu (2010) notes the extensive coverage of issues relating to CSR from the debate, research, conferences and workshops which had taken place under the following headings: Sustainable Development, Sustainability, Corporate Governance and the Environment in general globally. Idowu’s (2010) paper was based on empirical research looking at what contributions corporate secretaries make to CSR in the UK and how these professionals perceive their role in propagating CSR. The empirical research was deemed necessary because the decision as to whether or not a company should engage in CSR will start from the board of a company. Corporate Secretaries in their role as servants of the board are very much part of the decision making process and are more likely to know a lot about what transpired during the process. Besides, it is a statutory requirement as contained in the Companies Act (2006) that a Public Limited Company (PLC) should employ a secretary in the United Kingdom and many of the country’s former colonies around the world including Australia, Canada and New Zealand have tended to include this requirement in their own Companies Acts. It was deemed necessary to briefly carry out desk research in order to look at the relevant sections in the latest UK’s Companies Act (CA) 2006 that deal with the position of secretary.

The requirement as to whether or not a company needs to employ a secretary is contained in Part 12 CA 2006 Sections 270 – 280. The Act describes a secretary as “an officer of the company; at the centre of its decision making process, who shares legal responsibilities of running its day to day activities with the directors for certain specified tasks as contained in the CA 2006”.

The Act specifically states that a private limited company is not required to have a secretary in post; as such any communication that is required to be served on or given or sent to the
secretary, may be served on, given or sent to the company itself. That communication will be deemed to have been properly served. Similarly, any act which the law requires or authorizes a secretary to perform may be performed by a director or anyone authorized generally or specifically by the director.

Section 271 of Companies Act 2006 specifies clearly that a Public Listed Company must appoint a secretary in post. Section 273 states that the secretary must have the required knowledge and experience to discharge the functions of a secretary and must be a member of one or more of the professional bodies specified in section 273 sub-sections 3a – 3g as listed below:

(a) The Institute of Chartered Accountants in England & Wales
(b) The Institute of Chartered Accountants of Scotland
(c) The Association of Chartered Certified Accountants
(d) The Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland
(e) The Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators
(f) The Chartered Institute of Management Accountants
(g) The Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy

The following are a few of the statutory duties of a corporate secretary as defined by the Companies Act 2006. Failure to carry out these duties as and when specified by the Act could result in serious consequences to the company and the Secretary.

The secretary:

- Files Annual Returns to Companies House.
- Establishes and maintains the Registered Office
- Maintains the Company’s Statutory Books and Records
- Secures the Legal Documents of the company
- Informs the Registrar of Companies using the appropriate forms; any significant changes in the company’s structures or management.
- Arranges a board meeting if any director asks for one
- Arranges the Annual General Meeting (AGM) if the company is a publicly listed one (PLC).
- Has in addition to the above some administrative duties which are not necessarily statutory but important for the company to run smoothly and effectively.

As noted in section 3 above on the papers used in this submission, the study for Idowu (2010) used both the direct and indirect method to gather information from listed FTSE100 and FTSE250 UK companies.

Idowu (2011a) was a secondary research focused study exploring prior studies in terms of Accounting and Sustainability as both affect decision making by managers in business.
organisations. The paper discusses some relatively modern techniques used in accounting for example Social and Environmental Accounting (SEA) and Environmental Management Accounting (EMA) to espouse how these techniques have contributed positively to decision making in a sustainable environment, Burritt et al (2002), Bennett et al 2003, Staniskis and Stasiskiene 2003, IFAC 2005 and Tilt (2009) are examples of such studies discussed in the paper. This was considered necessary because I noted from the literature that several scholars have argued that accounting; in particular management accounting in its current narrowly constructed decision usefulness form is inadequate and incapable of meeting society’s increasing requirements in terms of its social, environmental and ecological concerns. It was therefore important to identify how academic accountants and possibly their colleagues in practice are making amends in their research activities to ensure that the field of accountancy is not left behind in the quest to meet the demands placed on all corporate and individual citizens of our world by sustainable development. The paper also discusses some traditional short term and long term decision making techniques used by accountants in order to espouse how these techniques are inculcating sustainable development into their principles. In addition, the paper brought in Brabazon and Idowu (2001) in its attempt to explore some modern models which are used by accountants to embed and take account of the effect of production and the physical and natural environment.

Idowu (2011b) the paper on which this study was based adopted the approach of reviewing the literature and making use of previous studies and writings of corporate history in the UK in order to piece together those events and actions which this author perceives as falling within his understanding of what constitute corporate socially responsible actions. Ward and Smith (2006) provided a useful framework for this study to progress. The first ever known multinational company – the East India Company (EIC) which was established on the 31st December 1600 provided some interesting foundation on the first level of CSR during the period in question. The Industrial Revolution also played some part in laying the foundation for CSR in the UK as depicted in the writings of scholars such as Crowther (2002), Cook (2003) etc. It was interesting to note for instance that issues relating to environmental concern had been noted and acted on by Titus Salt in Bradford West, Yorkshire in the late 1790s. The period of Slave Trade in the UK 1562 – 1833 was also noted to have been part of the history of CSR in the UK as such issues as like altruistic CSR played a major role in “ending” the trade in human beings. The study similarly noted that religious groups such as the Quakers movement also known as The Religious Society of Friends was formed in England in 1652 by George Fox and played an important part in the history of CSR. With regard to reporting CSR which is now a big business in our world today, Tweedale, 1995 and Maltby (2004) stated in their different studies that companies in the UK had voluntarily reported on their non-financial aspects since the early 1900s.

Idowu (2012) set out to establish where CSR stems from. It was apparent to me from the start of this particular study that the only approach feasible to carry out what was required for the study in order to understand whether CSR stems from capitalism or socialism would
have to be a desk study using prior studies from the literature. It was noted that all studies on CSR point to the fact that the ideology is a capitalist’s see for example the following studies Votaw and Sethi (1973), Elkington (1997), Suggett and Good sir (2002), Carroll and Buchholtz (2003), Birch (2003), Coelho et al (2003), Crowther and Rayman-Bacchus (2004) and several others either used or not used in the study. It was pointed out at the very beginning of the paper that the tendency to subconsciously want to assume that CSR is a socialist ideology as a result of the activities which socialism advocates and considering the presence of the word ‘social’ in its very name may lead one to want to deduce that CSR is a socialist doctrine is real. This has led a number of scholars who work in the area to suggest that CSR should in fact be referred to as CR, see for example Blowfield and Murray (2014) who adamantly believe CR is the better term for the field and conversely Aguilera et al (2007) who are of the view that the “S” is CSR is crucial to the field and should be put back to the name of the field.
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Overview of the Research Contribution to Knowledge

The majority of the papers being submitted for this degree are grounded in empirical research and many of the papers have been cited worldwide by other scholars working in the field of CSR. As noted above, three of these papers were published in academic journals and the other three in peer reviewed edited books on CSR by a major European Publisher based in Germany. A number of comments were made by both the reviewers and editors of the journals where these papers were published. In fact one of the papers being submitted in 2008 won Emerald’s Highly Commended Literati Network Awards for Excellence.

CSR is still an emerging field when compared with other fields which have been around for centuries a search on the World Wide Web (www) demonstrates that a lot is going on in the field. The field of CSR has been acknowledged as making immense contributions to societies and communities around the globe by a number of researchers Yoon et al (2006), Idowu, and Papasolomou (2007). This goes to demonstrate that a number of this researcher’s CSR activities have contributed and continue to achievements in the field.

In terms of how the papers used in the thesis link together and the contributions the six papers being submitted have made to knowledge and the literature in field of CSR, see Figure 4.1 for the former and the researcher’s consideration of the latter in the following paragraphs a discussion of the links between the papers and CSR. The six papers have been grouped under four core areas of CSR in a clockwise direction namely; Origins, Ideology, Motivation and Practice of CSR.
Idowu and Papasolomou (2007), is the first paper used in the submission for the degree. The paper notes a series of developments in the literature on CSR which have enhanced people’s understanding of CSR with regard to its nature, concept and business practice. For instance Frederick (1994) describes CSR as practiced up to 1970 as an examination of corporations’ obligation to work for social betterment. From about 1970 he notes that there was a move towards corporate social responsiveness, which he describes as “the capacity of a corporation to respond to social pressures.” This change in focus highlights a move from a philosophical (CSR1) to a more managerial approach (CSR2) that concentrates on whether corporations will respond to social pressures and how they would handle such pressures. In 1986, Frederick posits the need to impose an ethical anchor on the study of business and society to “permit a systematic critique of business’s impact upon human consciousness, human community and human continuity” this new strand was termed CSR3. Similarly Brummer (1991) carried out a literature review in an attempt to provide a clear definition of ‘responsibility and he has suggested that responsibility means that executives are held
accountable for their actions. As part of this accountability, more and more executives are now willing to issue annual CSR reports in order to demonstrate a commitment to fulfilling expectations and moral obligations at the level of society. The paper also notes contributions in other dimensions of CSR by Oliver (1999) who proposes that strategic philanthropy has become important because an increasing number of corporations are focusing on creating customer loyalty and not just customer satisfaction. To add credibility to that, Oliver (1999) cited the Cone/Roper’s “Cause-related trends report: evolution of cause branding” which reveals that eight out of ten Americans favour a company that supports a cause which is of interest to them. Also 67% of those surveyed said that they consider corporations which associate with social causes as being more trustworthy than those which do not associate with social causes. (PR Newswire 2000).

Punter and Gangneux (1998) reveal the creation of ethical investment funds amounting to $650 billion in the USA in 1996 and over 1,400 companies are members of the Business for Social Responsibility (BSR). The BSR is an American based global resource for companies which are trying to enhance their economic success by illustrating their respect for ethical values, people, communities and the physical environment. BSR provides its members with support and information about a wide array of CSR issues. The paper also brought in the contributions of Belch and Belch (2001) who argue that a positive corporate image cannot be developed from a few advertisements. It depends on several factors including good corporate citizenship. In essence, corporate social responsibility (CSR) can be used to build a strong brand and those organizations that ignore incorporating issues relating corporate social responsibility into their strategies do so at their own peril, the paper argues.

Table 4.1 below provides the contributions to knowledge and the literature the paper makes on the motivations behind UK companies disclosing their non-financial information to the world at large as revealed by the empirical study carried out in Idowu and Papasolomou (2007).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Corporate Reputation</th>
<th>Stakeholder Pressure</th>
<th>Economic Performance</th>
<th>Genuine Concern</th>
<th>Broad Social/Cultural</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>To provide a more rounded picture of the company</td>
<td>To inform stakeholders</td>
<td>To meet best practice in company reporting</td>
<td>To ensure that employees are aligned to company’s targets</td>
<td>To demonstrate an open management style</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To meet best practice in company reporting</td>
<td>To provide a more rounded picture of the company</td>
<td>To derive CSR’s positive public relations benefits</td>
<td>To demonstrate an open management style</td>
<td>To reflect the importance attached to CSR by the company</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>To derive CSR’s positive public relations benefits</td>
<td>To satisfy disclosure requirements of major</td>
<td>To satisfy disclosure requirements of major shareholders</td>
<td>To reflect the importance attached to CSR by the company</td>
<td>To uphold its core values, to act as corporate conscience</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
To reflect the importance attached to CSR by the company  
To align with the request of the current UK government  
To ensure that employees are aligned to company’s targets  
To demonstrate to stakeholders that non-financial issues are also important  
To continue the culture which its founder started at the inception of the company

To demonstrate to stakeholders that non-financial issues are also important  
In response to questionnaires to be completed for tenders and government departments  
In response to questionnaires to be completed for tenders and government departments  
To act as an impetus to challenge its existing practices  
To demonstrate that its senior managers are from a culture, this strives to strike a balance between the needs of its shareholders and that of its other stakeholders.

To strengthen corporate reputation.  
To inform its readers how its approach to CSR is developing; the successes it has made and the challenges it still has.  
To supplement its annual report because it believes the two will provide a comprehensive review of its economic, social and environmental performance.  
To convey to the world at large that it has a role in society other than delivering profits.  
To continue with its philosophy of setting the pace in its industry.

**Source:** Are the CSR matters based on good intentions or false pretences? An empirical study of the motivations behind the issuing of CSR reports by UK companies (2007)

**Idowu (2009)** is the second paper being used in the submission for the degree. The paper draws its strengths mainly from the literature on how CSR is practiced in the UK, in particular it used some of the findings in another paper - Idowu and Tower (2004) in which I was the lead researcher.

The paper in its literature review notes that the field of knowledge which encompasses what now amounts to socially responsible actions has been variously described in the literature and elsewhere as “corporate social responsibility, corporate citizenship, corporate philanthropy, corporate community involvement, corporate giving, community relations, community affairs, community development, corporate responsibility, global citizenship and corporate societal marketing” Kotler and Lee (2005) p. 5. Kotler and Lee (2005) state simply that CSR was about ‘doing good’ Kakabadse et al (2005) also argue that people within and outside the field of CSR promote and defend different interpretations of what it is and refer to it as what they believe is closest to the cause which is of interest to them. **Idowu (2009)** in this particular paper adds his own understanding of what CSR should be about by simply saying that CSR is about businesses putting the interests of others before their own. **Idowu (2009)** further notes that, CSR should be about an entity being concerned with the welfare of all its stakeholders whether they are primary or secondary – everyone who would be affected
either directly or indirectly, positively or otherwise by its actions including its competitors. **Idowu (2009)** further argues that CSR is about decency and fairness in the conduct of the affairs of the entity with all its stakeholders including the natural environment. It is about the old religious moral doctrine of ‘love thy neighbour as thyself’. The belief that economic and social goals must always conflict is laid to rest by the principles encompassed in CSR and that argument should no longer apply in the 21st century. **Idowu (2009)** even contends that what CSR is advocating is that both economic and social goals must co-exist; they must run alongside each other for an entity to survive and prosper in modern markets. Crowther and Rayman-Bacchus (2004 p. 2) in their own contribution to the literature on what CSR is argue that “CSR means different things to different people” and Moon (2004) suggests that CSR is a difficult concept to pin down since it overlaps with other concepts such as corporate citizenship, sustainable business, environmental responsibility, the triple bottom line, social and environmental accountability, business ethics and corporate accountability. This consequently explains why Carroll, (1991), Jones, (1995; 1999), McWilliams and Siegel (2001), Idowu and Papasolomou (2007) have all argued that there is still no generally acceptable definition of CSR; it remains to be seen whether there will ever be one. The field touches an infinitely wide aspect of human existence. To a large extent, involvement in CSR related activities, by a corporate entity is still voluntary in the UK. Idowu and Towler (2004) have suggested that one of the reasons why some UK firms practice CSR is to reduce the need for government legislation in the area but Henderson (2001) an opponent of the field of CSR argues that “promoting CSR could lead to undesirable regulation of business activities”.

**Idowu (2010)** sets out to explore corporate secretaries’ contributions as a profession to the field of CSR. Halal (2000) *Evolution of corporate governance* was extensively explored in the writings for this paper. The reason being that corporate governance is the area of speciality of modern corporate secretaries. The paper explored Halal (2000) three models in the evolution of corporate governance - the *Profit Centred Model (PCM)* (1900 – 1950), the *Social Responsibility Model (SRM)* (1950 – 1980) and the *Corporate Community Model (CCM)* (1980 – date). These three models play a prominent part in the paper.

The study which culminated in this paper (as noted above) used the Direct and Indirect methods to obtain information from seven UK companies listed on the London Stock Exchange FTSE 250 as at the time of the study. The names of the seven companies were noted in an earlier section 2 p. 18 of this submission.

The paper notes the following as its contributions to knowledge about CSR, it argues that:

- There are still many things that are unclear about CSR. This in fact supports Lantos’s (2001) argument which suggests that CSR has unclear boundaries and debatable legitimacy; Idowu (2009) also argues that what falls under the umbrella of CSR in one political setting may probably be of little or no significance in another political setting, since the social, economic and environmental problems of a particular nation state are unlikely to be exactly the same with another country’s at a point in
time. Besides, the stages of development of countries around the world are also dissimilar.

- This field of CSR is not an exact art or science, corporations are only practicing it the way they believe it affects their core business, their environment or the way they understand it.
- Corporate entities that have chosen to adopt the requirements of the field are only doing so voluntarily, it must be noted that even though CSR is still voluntary; there are currently not many corporate entities which are not embedding the ethos of CSR into what they do. In most countries around the world, there appears to be no legal compulsion on the part of corporate entities to mandatorily practice CSR but some governments and international organisations are encouraging corporate entities to behave responsibly. In addition to this some NGOs and stakeholders are putting pressure on corporations to behave responsibly. Some companies are probably trying to stay out of trouble by adopting CSR ethos into their strategies.
- The field is still evolving, it is hoped that within the next ten to twenty years its situation would become clearer, the way to address some of the difficulties scholars and practitioners have identified up to now would also become clearer. It is also hoped that when the ISO26000 came out in 2010 some of the obvious difficulties about the field would become easier to address.

In conclusion, it was also apparent to me from this study that the role corporate executives play in the attempt by their corporate entities to inculcate the field of CSR into their activities is unclear. These executives appear to innovate as they go along. Adopting a strategy of innovation is perhaps the best action they could take under the circumstances, since the field is neither an exact art nor science.

**Idowu (2011a)** Having been involved in teaching accounting for the major part of my teaching career and delving into corporate social responsibility later in the said career necessitated the need for a study in accounting in decision making under a sustainable environment see Idowu (2011a). The study was intended to contribute to what others have done and continue to do in the area, see for example Laughlin (1990), Solomon (1994) and Tilt (2009). Our knowledge has continued to be enriched from our understanding of the positive effects of embedding sustainability issues in business operations for example into production see Staniskis and Stasiskiene’s (2003) table below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 4.2</th>
<th>Comparing one Furniture Manufacturing Co’s production costs before and after implementing a Cleaner Production Scheme</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Before Cleaner Production Project implementation (in 2001)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Production costs:</strong></td>
<td><strong>As a % of Sales</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

46
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1. Total cost of Production</th>
<th>72.2</th>
<th>68.5</th>
<th>3.7</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.1 Prime (Direct) cost</td>
<td>60.0</td>
<td>58.0</td>
<td>2.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Material</td>
<td>45.2</td>
<td>43.7</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Direct Labour (Wages)</td>
<td>11.3</td>
<td>10.9</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social insurance</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.4</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1.2 Indirect cost</td>
<td>12.2</td>
<td>10.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Indirect wages</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social insurance</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amortization</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>-0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Indirect costs</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factory Fuel</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>0.14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Water</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Selling cost</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Management cost</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. Management Salaries</td>
<td>4.6</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. Social insurance</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. Other management costs</td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. Finance charges</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>-0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. Taxes</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roads</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Estate</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ecology</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>0.005</td>
<td>0.005</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other taxes</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Source:** Staniskis and Stasiskiene (2003 p. 66)

From Staniskis and Stasiskiene (2003) Table 4.2 above, one can clearly see the benefits of installing a sustainability system in a manufacturing environment, nearly all but two of the
company’s costs reduced and four remained unchanged. The two that increased by 0.01 and 0.02 - Amortization and Finance charges respectively were probably temporary increases. This goes to show that sustainability is not only good for the environment but it is also good for business since the cost of production will reduce which consequently means that the price of the product will equally reduce, which will be helpful to customers.

The paper argues that the competitive nature of the environment in which most organisations operate means that managers of these organisations must make capital budgeting decisions. There are several reasons why an entity might wish to invest in capital assets of some sort, I note below some of the possible reasons why this may be the case:

- To increase its production capacity
- To lower production costs and therefore benefit from economies of scale.
- To extend its line of business into new products or diversify into new activities.
- To be more competitive in its industry.
- To enable it to make efficient use of energy and raw materials.
- To reduce the risk of environmental accidents and pollution.
- To make its products safer for customers’ use.
- To increase its product yield.
- To make its production processes environmentally friendlier.
- To improve its bottom line results.

Before the issue of CSR and sustainability came to the fore, seventy percent of the reasons I have noted above were of major concern to many companies and addressed by a majority of them; doing so for both economic and strategic reasons. The advent of CSR has meant that most of these organisations are now aware of the consequences of their failure to weave social, environmental and other sustainable issues into their capital investment decisions. For example all socially responsible corporate entities now ensure that the machineries they invest in are environmentally friendly in all respects whilst ensuring that the raw materials they use in production are capable of being recycled with no health hazards to employees and the ultimate users of the end product. McDermott et al (2002) actually argue that as a result of the complexity of what is involved in the area, any organisation which aspires to be environmentally responsible must adopt the concept of the “best available technology not entailing excessive cost” usually abbreviated (BATNEEC). This concept, they argue involves companies using the latest technology to prevent environmental damage. Taking an action like this has become necessary in the UK as a result of the passing of the Environmental Protection Act (EPA) 1990. In terms of short term decision making in a sustainable environment, variable or marginal costing is embedding sustainable issues in short term decisions such as make or buy, accept or reject, shutdown and pricing decisions, the paper argues.

Idowu (2011b) sets out to contribute to people’s understanding of how the history of CSR could be logically pieced together in the United Kingdom. The paper also made the following contributions to people’s understanding of CSR in the UK by:
• identifying some events in the past which constitute CSR even though they might not have been so described as such during the period when these events took place,
• providing a structure which enables readers and future researchers to organise the literature in the field of CSR,
• commenting on trends which appear evident from a systematic study of the literature on this subject
• offering a detailed bibliography as a starting point for those interested in this area.

The framework put together by Ward and Smith (2006) was adapted to provide a logical framework for this particular contribution to the history of CSR in the UK. The paper traced back different dimensions of CSR in the country since the year 1600 up to the early part of the 20th century.

Idowu (2012) the very final paper being used in the submission like the other five noted above, also contributed to our understanding of who owns CSR as a business ideology or doctrine. I noticed that the literature was unusually silent in this regard. The paper therefore specifically set out to make the following contributions to the literature on CSR by setting out to:

• Define and explain CSR;
• Consider the traditional view of business under capitalism;
• Explain both capitalism, socialism and how both ideologies see CSR;
• To comment on trends which appear evident from a systematic study of the literature on this subject and some indication as to why CSR has suddenly taken centre stage in societies around the world.
• Offer a detailed bibliography as a starting point for those who might wish to explore the area in more detail than this current study.

The paper was able to identify that CSR is a capitalist ideology which was devised to repair some of the malfeasance of old capitalism Idowu (2012 p. 250) with a number of irresponsible and uncaring attitudes towards people and the planet.
5

Concluding Reflections

The six papers which have been used in this submission have tended to revolve round different aspects of the field of CSR. On reflection, it has been evident to me that these papers have all made their different marks in adding to knowledge and have contributed to people’s understanding of different dimensions of corporate social responsibility as seen by scholars, practitioners and the civil society during the first two decades of the 21st century.

5.1 Integrated Reporting

Social reporting has a long history Linowes (1968), Bauer and Fenn (1973), Lee (1981), Idowu (1983), de Villiers et al (2014) but Integrated Reporting emanated from the King Report III on Corporate Governance in South Africa in 2009. It is in fact the latest reporting trend in corporate reporting in which corporate entities combine their non-financial disclosures with their annual reports Idowu et al (2016). Fortunately, unlike many other previously issued non-financial reports issued by companies, it is not a voluntary report since it inculcates the mandatory annual report in this single reporting document. It has increased in prominence globally since the formation of the International Integrated Reporting Committee (IIRC) in 2010. The IIRC has now been renamed as the International Integrated Reporting Council which Judge Mervyn King (a South African who chaired the King Report I, II and III) has chaired the IIRC since its formation. The Committee has in fact argued and noted that Integrated Reporting “is a new reporting approach that reflects integrated thinking and represents how an organisation creates value in the short, medium or long term” IIRC website. Understandably, South Africa being King’s country of origin has made the publication of Integrated report a listing requirement for companies wishing to be listed on the Johannesburg Stock Exchange in South Africa. As this reporting practice continues to emerge and become more popular globally, it has the potential to become the biggest development ever seen in corporate reporting worldwide, simply because of its forward looking approach. Not only that, it gives an entity the opportunity to provide information on its financial as well as its non-financial aspects in one comprehensive and easily understandable report. Even though a number of benefits have been laid at the foot of this reporting practice, some scholars have criticised integrated reporting from the standpoint that it promotes the interests of shareholders – the providers of financial capital at the expense of other key stakeholders see for example Cheng et al (2014), Brown and Dillard (2014). In other words it is being criticised as going towards the route of the traditional financial report which was criticised as placing too much emphasis on the impact the release of corporate annual financial reporting has on corporate share prices of companies on stock exchanges. Novo Nordisk a Danish company which de Villiers et al (2014) describe as the pioneer of integrated reporting simply because the company has issued integrated reports since 2003. Novo Nordisk in 2013, in order to celebrate its first decade of issuing the integrated report, de Villiers et al (2014) note the following statement given by Novo Nordisk whilst explaining how the report was structured that the purpose is “to increase the focus on what managers believe were the most significant factors that drove its
performance in accordance with a triple bottom line perspective, with the intention of increasing transparency” de Villiers et al (2014 p. 1052). Integrated reporting has the potential to encourage corporate entities to do the best for sustainable development whilst simultaneously meeting stakeholders’ information needs. The area of integrated reporting is also a fertile ground for scholarly research studies on information disclosure by corporations of today and the future. Brady and Baraka (2013) provide the following list of potential benefits and a discussion of some practical problem of integrated reporting to companies and their stakeholders:

**Potential Benefits of Integrated Reporting:**

The benefits of integrated reporting to companies have been identified as:

- Organizational leadership will gain a deeper understanding of strategy and how it is affected by social, environmental, financial and macro-economic issues.
- More holistic, comprehensive and integrated view of risks – and risk mitigation.
- More integrated view of opportunities and increased ability to exploit new business opportunities.
- Greater understanding of resource constraints leading to innovation in product/service design as well as greater levels of innovation more generally.
- Greater focus on managing resources leading to cost savings through efficiencies.
- Greater levels of internal and external awareness and reputation which leads to greater buy-in from employees – leading to higher loyalty and lower costs associated with recruiting and retaining talent.

**Benefits to other stakeholders have been identified as:**

- Stakeholders’ confidence in management understanding of the whole business.
- Demonstration that the business is being effectively governed and that it’s strategy is aligned towards long term value creation and long term sustainability.
- Increased transparency – integrated report containing both positive and negative issues and challenges results in greater trust, confidence and enhanced reputation among stakeholders.
- Increased transparency could results in a lower cost of capital to the organization through financiers having a better understanding of risks faced.
- An improved understanding of external challenges leading to an organization that is more competitive in the marketplace, with improved brand value and stronger customer relationships.

**Practical Problems**

- One of the practical problems in producing an integrated report is the difficulty of aligning a new framework to existing regulatory frameworks. Although the adoption of IFRS has led to more consistent financial reporting, there are jurisdictional
requirements which are not yet aligned, such that multinational companies may need to meet more than one set of obligations in relation to non-financial reporting. That lack of consistency will have negative cost consequences and will also mean that various reports may not be comparable.

• Settling on relevant units of measurement and identifying relevant metrics may prove to be difficult to achieve. By way of example, the GRI is a set of largely non-financial metrics which extends to over 100 measures. The array of possible metrics can be intimidating for a company first approaching non-financial metrics. In that sense, the GRI is already producing industry-specific frameworks which help companies identify the most relevant metrics within industries. However, GRI’s industry-specific measures are not without their critics, including from businesses that do not easily fit within the sectors as defined by the GRI. Any single set of metrics is likely to receive criticism on the same basis. Further, there seems likely to be arguments about which metrics are most important. By way of example, Corporate Knights through its Global 100 index has identified ten metrics that, according to its research, are the most reliable in terms of predicting current economic performance. It is not clear that such gatherings of metrics are able to remain reliable for several conceptual and pragmatic reasons. Firstly, if such metrics are made compulsory, it is likely that correlations will change or be changed by the compulsory nature of reporting those metrics. Secondly, it is not clear that an increase in financial performance for particular organizations is the end goal for all involved in CSR. Thirdly, the ten metrics do not include other and more traditional measures of corporate performance which also seem likely to have an impact on corporate performance.

• Accounting for financial profit looks relatively simple because of clearly defined organizational boundaries. That isn’t always the case with non-traditional measures. For example, even though it is relatively straightforward in most cases to measure the amount of carbon emitted by companies (although it wasn’t always so), it is difficult to understand exactly how much impact that has on other businesses, investment decisions and the planet generally. Further, it is not entirely agreed what level of carbon companies should include; there are many frameworks which set different boundaries for what to include and what to exclude. A lack of consistently applied principles seems to be exacerbated by the lack of any definable authority to decide such matters, beyond the business community itself.

• The triple bottom line is harmful because it diverts resources away from business areas of expertise; mere wealth creation. Business should not be expected to take on concerns outside its core expertise, provided the business doesn’t do obvious harm to people or the planet.

• Free market forces should be left to decide the nature and extent of integrated reporting, both in terms of the frameworks used and also in terms of efficiency in
establishing which measures are the most relevant, at least in areas where a business doesn't do obvious harm.

- Instituting such frameworks has cost consequences and unilateral imposition will lead to recession and lost efficiency, at least in some markets.
- Because there is no single way in monetary terms to measure the benefits to the society and environment as there is with profit, it does not allow for businesses to sum across all three bottom lines. In this regard, it makes it difficult for businesses to recognise benefits for the company.


5.2 Corporate Governance

A number of reasons have been advanced for the recent interest in corporate governance worldwide – there have been a number of corporate scandals, failures and collapses due to bad and inefficient governance, which some scholars have termed as having emanated as a result of the inherent difficulties in the agent/principal relationship which subsists in modern corporations. Interestingly, the aforementioned problems have not only been confined to the advanced nations of the world. These problems have also surfaced in many of the less advanced nations of the world as the following examples of companies that are known to have experienced serious governance problems will show, see for example Baring Bank, UK in the 1995, Enron, USA in 2001, HIH Insurance Group, 2001 in Australia, Parmalat, Italy in 2003, Satyam India in 2013 just to name a few. Other reasons which have been noted include investor activism and the desire on the part of many countries around the globe to attract foreign direct investments (FDIs) and the desire to gain the confidence and legitimacy of the international investor community by many of these countries and companies. The last global financial crisis that brought every single economy to a standstill has also highlighted the importance of good governance in corporate entities of all sizes and forms. Everyone (even those not directly involved in business and commerce) is now too aware of the effects and consequences of weak and bad governance to us all. As a result of this, many scholarly activities have been undertaken and continue to be undertaken in the field of corporate governance and its relevant disciplines, the intention here is not to explore or describe any of these great additions to the literature on corporate governance but demonstrate awareness that scholars are constantly undertaking research in the field. See for example Beasley et al (2000) on Fraudulent financial reporting: Industry and corporate governance mechanism, Armour, Deakin and Konzelmann (2003) on Shareholder and corporate governance, Larcker, Farber (2005) on Restoring trust after fraud, Richardson and Tuna (2007) on Corporate Governance, Accounting Outcome and Performance just to mention a few.

The UK was in fact the first country worldwide to set up a committee to report on how those at the helm of corporate entities should address the issue of good and effective governance system through the Cadbury Report 1992. It was after this that some
international organisations such as the World Bank, the Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) etc and other countries around the world started to issue their own Corporate Governance Codes. The Cadbury Committee Report was used by many of these international organisations and countries as the framework to formulate their own Corporate Governance Codes. The UK now has in place what is described as the Combined Code since 1998 which is revised every two or so years to take account of developments in the corporate arena both in the UK and elsewhere to reflect these developments in the UK governance system. The Combined Code has in fact been renamed as the UK Corporate Governance Code. The Code requires listed companies to report on how they have applied the main principles of the code and to either confirm that they have complied with the provision of the code or to explain why they have not complied with them if that is what applies to that company. The current operating UK Corporate Governance Code took effect from 17 June 2016 and superseded the 2014 Code.

5.3 The King Report I – III in South Africa

The King Report which is in three versions - I, II and III is about Corporate Governance in South Africa. King Report III which was issued in September 2009 is the version I intend to explore here since that is the operative Corporate Governance Code in South Africa. It has been argued that the third version of the report was necessitated for two reasons, first, when the King Report III was constituted, the South African Companies Act 2008 was anticipated and secondly as a result of the changing trends in international governance (Price Water Coppers website). The Report requires South African companies to disclose annually how they have positively or negatively affected the economic life of the community in which they operated during the reporting year. These companies are also expected to report on how they intend to enhance those positive effects which emanated from their operations during the year in question and how they intend to eradicate or reduce the negative effects which resulted from their activities during the same year in the years ahead. Like many of the Corporate Governance Codes worldwide, King Report III works on the Comply or Explain framework. The Code - that is King Report III revolves round three principles, namely Leaders, Sustainability and Corporate Citizenship. The Report introduces five new requirements amongst others which South African companies are expected to embed in their corporate governance practices. These are noted below:

- An annual Integrated Report which discloses information on the triple bottom line – Economic, Environment and Social aspects of the entity’s operation.
- A statement from the Audit Committee to the Board and the shareholders on the internal financial controls to be included in the integrated report.
- The consideration of the strategic role of IT and its importance from a governance perspective.
- The positioning of internal audit as a strategic function that conducts a risk based internal audit and provides a written assessment of the company’s system of internal control, including internal financial controls.
• The governance of risk through formal risk management processes.

Source: PWC, South Africa website accessed 18 June 2016

At the time the King Report III was issued in 2009, it was hailed worldwide as one of the most comprehensive and innovative approach to corporate governance practices simply because the report requires South African companies to take what it calls an inclusive approach to corporate governance. This inclusive approach requires South African companies to develop their strategies around their operational practices which embed in them the needs of the wider community – Employees, Customers, Suppliers and other stakeholders who are directly impacted in one way or the other by the company’s operations.

5.4 Social Innovation

I begin my discussion of social innovation with Rake and Grayson (2009) who take the view that the CSR has the capability of being seen as a catalyst which could be used to turn social problems into social opportunities. These two scholars and senior business executives – (Rake is the Chairman of British Telecommunications giant and Grayson is a Professor at Cranfield University, UK as at the time of putting this submission together) argue that the issues we face as a global economy and increasingly as a global society are very real and indeed very urgent but these challenges if managed sustainably could turn out to being great sources of social opportunities for everyone which could be used to provide innovative approaches to dealing with society’s social problems. Fifka and Idowu (2013) writing on the subject of social innovation use Drucker’s (1984) argument which suggests that sustainability possesses the opportunity of being used as a driver for social innovation. Drucker (1984) notes that the opportunity has always been there for an innovative business to turn social problems into social opportunities. Thus Drucker (1984 p. 54) argues “the proper social responsibility of business is to tame the dragon, that is, to turn a social problem into economic opportunity and economic benefit, into productive capacity, into human competence, into well-paid jobs, and into wealth.” Fifka and Idowu (2013) argue that though Drucker (1984) sees opportunities arising from taking the necessary action(s) to address existing social problems, the motivation, according to him, is grounded in increasing economic benefit through innovative business practices and not the pursuit of social innovation. Social Innovation like many of these concepts which are used in the field of CSR and in fact the term corporate social responsibility itself, there is no standard definition of what social innovation is or what it means but there appears to be some commonality between scholars as to what constitutes social innovation. Social Innovation the literature notes relates to any innovation which explicitly sets out to find solutions to both current and future social problems Zu (2013 p. 2213). It is about putting in place new ideas which are capable of resolving issues surrounding different areas of societal concern. For these ideas to be described as innovative, they must be new. If they are not new, then they are only improving on existing ideas which are already in place and therefore will not constitute
Social innovation and Business innovation are two different things; the former provides new solutions to social problems whilst the latter is profit orientated, not necessarily social in nature. This is what corporate Research and Development (R&D) Departments devote time and resources on everyday to discover and develop new products and services for their organisations which meet the needs of their markets and consequently their customers’ needs. Such innovations are designed to put the organizations at a competitive advantage over their rivals in the market. Fifka and Idowu (2013) also brought in Young (2011) to explain what social innovation is capable of helping people to achieve. Young (2011) defines social innovation in terms of its ability to increase the welfare of the individual who adopts its principles. It should not be assumed that the benefits of social innovation are oriented towards the individual as Phills, Deilgimeier and Miller (2008) argue the benefit of social innovation must be society oriented it should not be designed only to benefit private individuals. A number of social innovation organizations have flourished in societies around the world since the idea came into being see for example Fair Trade Labeling Organisation, Micro Finance Institutions - Muhammad Yunus’s Grameen Bank, Grameenphone, Wendy Kopp’s Teach for America, Carlo Petrini’s Slow Food Movement etc.

5.5 Social Entrepreneurship and Social Intrepreneurship

Social entrepreneurship and social intrepreneurship are two terms which have also recently found their way into the literature on CSR. Both themes are also referred to as Sustainable Entrepreneurship and Sustainable Intrepreneurship. The Google dictionary defines Social entrepreneurs - the ‘actors’ as individuals with innovative solutions to society’s most pressing social problems, they are ambitious and persistent, tackling major social issues offering new ideas for wide-range change. The same search engine defines Social intrepreneur as someone who works inside major corporations to develop and promote practical solutions to social or environmental challenges where progress is currently stalled by market failures s/he is someone who applies the principles of social entrepreneurship inside a major organisation. These definitions talk about those who practice the two acts. The Said Business School, University of Oxford in fact defines the action which constitutes social entrepreneurship as the practice of combining innovation, resourcefulness and opportunity to address critical social and environmental challenges. The famous Business School notes that “Social entrepreneurs focus on transforming systems and practices that are the root causes of poverty, marginalization, environmental deterioration and accompanying loss of human dignity. In so doing, they may set up for-profit or not-for-profit organizations, and in either case, their primary objective is to create sustainable systems change. The key concepts of social entrepreneurship are innovation, market orientation and systems change”.

Both fields are growing worldwide with several organisations working in the two areas see for example the Sustainable Entrepreneurship Award (SEA) in Vienna, Austria, (on which I sat on the panel of Jury since September 2014) and many scholars have also been busy in both areas and other related disciplines see for example Short, Moss and Lumpkin (2009)
who worked on past contributions and future opportunities of social entrepreneurship, Schaltegger and Wagner (2010) who looked at sustainable entrepreneurship and sustainability innovation, Thompson, Alvy and Lees (2011) who took a new look at the people and potentials of Social Entrepreneurship, Shepherd and Patzelt (2011) who looked at studying entrepreneurial action linking “what is to be sustained” with what is to be developed” etc.

5.6 The UN Millennium Development Goals 2015 and Sustainable Development Goals 2030

The United Nations has since September 2000 embarked on two fifteen years Development Goals. The first of these development goals, emanated from the UN Millennium Declaration of September 2000 which was translated into a roadmap that was termed as the UN Eight Millennium Development Goals (MDGs) 2015. These MDGs are expressed pictorially below:

Figure 5.1 The UN Eight Millennium Development Goals 2000 - 2015

Source: http://www.un.org/millenniumgoals/

The MDGs were set by 189 world leaders and signed by 142 of them in September 2000. These MDGs were set to make our world a better place in eight key areas for everyone who lives and operate anywhere on planet Earth. A careful look at each of these goals will
demonstrate that they are all stakeholder related and they aim at making people’s quality of life better and more sustainable. Each of these goals required actions from government of nations – both developed and developing, businesses, international organisations, non-governmental organisations charitable organisations and all citizens of the world. Many scholarly articles have appeared in the literature dealing with different aspects of the MDGs see for examples Miranda and Patel (2005) who looked at the issue of mental health and the MDGs, they cited other health related studies and the MDGs in the own study, Schouten (2011) et al who studied prevention of mother-to-child HIV transmission and MDGs, Liimatainen (2013) who explained MDGs in an article in the encyclopaedia of CSR, Idowu and Yuksel Mermod (2014) who explored the effects of MDGs on development and many others. Sachs (2012) notes that “developing countries have made substantial progress towards the achievement of the MDGs albeit, the progress is highly variable across goals, countries and regions” Sachs (2012) notes that the “startling economic growth in China, developing countries as a whole have cut the poverty rate by 50% between 1990 and 2010”. The MDGs revolved round the triple bottom line – People, Plant and Profit.

Before the Rio + 20 Summit of June 2012, the UN Secretary General, Ban Ki-Moon had appointed a high level ‘Global Sustainability Panel’. The panel had issued a report recommending to the UN that the successor of the MDGs at the end of its life in September 2015 should be a set of Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). Many reasons have been suggested for why this panel made this recommendation. For instance, it had become apparent that the rate of development and the achievements made in the 8 MDGs have been different across the world many countries had nearly met all the eight whilst several have struggled to meeting them. The global financial crisis of 2007/08 had undoubtedly made achieving many of these goals more challenging for many countries around the world. Not only that, Sachs (2012 p. 2209) notes that before the end of the expiration date of MDGs in 2015, the idea of sustainable development goal had gained momentum and become popular globally, simply because of the growing urgency of the need for sustainable development Sachs (2012) and the awareness that following the path that leads to sustainable development would enable this generation to meet their life needs without compromising the ability of future generations to meet theirs. These and many other compelling reasons have led the United Nations on 25 September 2015 to agree another fifteen years world development goal popularly known as the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 2030. The SDGs are made up of seventeen goals and revolve round the five Ps – People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace and Partnership. Below are the UN seventeen steps to SD Goals 2030 in Word:

1. End poverty in all its forms everywhere
2. End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition and promote sustainable agriculture
3. Ensure healthy lives and promote well-being for all at all ages
4. Ensure inclusive and equitable quality education and promote lifelong learning opportunities for all
5. Achieve gender equality and empower all women and girls
6. Ensure availability and sustainable management of water and sanitation for all
7. Ensure access to affordable, reliable, sustainable and modern energy for all
8. Promote sustained, inclusive and sustainable economic growth, full and productive employment and decent work for all
9. Build resilient infrastructure, promote inclusive and sustainable industrialization and foster innovation
10. Reduce inequality within and among countries
11. Make cities and human settlements inclusive, safe, resilient and sustainable
12. Ensure sustainable consumption and production patterns
13. Take urgent action to combat climate change and its impacts
14. Conserve and sustainably use the oceans, seas and marine resources for sustainable development
15. Protect, restore and promote sustainable use of terrestrial ecosystems, sustainably manage forests, combat desertification, and halt and reverse land degradation and halt biodiversity loss
16. Promote peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable development, provide access to justice for all and build effective, accountable and inclusive institutions at all levels
17. Strengthen the means of implementation and revitalize the global partnership for sustainable development.

These UN SDGs are current issues in CSR since they were made public in September 2015. Meeting these goals is the responsibility of governments, corporate entities, NGOs and everyone in the civil society in general globally. Governments and businesses are going to have to address what needs to be done to ensure that the benefits of the 5 Ps – People, Planet, Prosperity, Peace and Partnership are derived by all citizens of the so-called global village.

5.7 But Where Do We Go From Here?

This section of the thesis sets out to answer the above question. It will do this from two perspectives. The first perspective takes a micro view of how the researcher hopes to ensure that his research activities in the field of CSR continues to add to knowledge and
drive forward people’s understanding of the different areas that make up the field of CSR. This micro view of the answer to the above question is an account of the researcher’s research activities in CSR in the immediate future, over the next 24 months. It is hoped that this will demonstrate how things will pan out in CSR in the future for the researcher and hopefully make good quality additions to CSR literature. The second perspective which researcher calls ‘the macro view’ is his attempt to provide some indications or perhaps his own predictions of the likely course of events in the field of CSR globally in the coming years as he sees it. The researcher takes the role of a CSR prophet here!

In terms of the micro view of the answer to the question – where we go from here, a number of research projects by the researcher and others who work with him from around the world which are looking at different aspects of CSR are at different stages of their developments over the next twenty four months. Table 5.1 provides information about ten of these immediate CSR projects which the researcher believes provides the answer to the question of where his research activities in CSR are heading towards over the next two years or more years. As at the time of writing this particular section of the thesis, the researcher received an email informing him of his appointment as the Editor-in-Chief of the American Journal of Economics and Business Administration (AJEBA) http://thescipub.com/journals/ajeba/editors this hopefully is a good indication that his CSR activities and contributions to knowledge have continued to evolve and still have a long way to go all things remaining equal.

Table 5.1    Researcher’s List of Current Projects

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Editors</th>
<th>Title of Project</th>
<th>Est. Year of Publication</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idowu, SO, Schmidpeter, R Capaldi, N, Del Baldo, M &amp; Abrue, R</td>
<td>Encyclopedia of Sustainable Management (ESM)</td>
<td>2019 (A six volume ESM in the process of getting contributors globally)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idowu, SO &amp; Schmidpeter, R</td>
<td>Business Perspectives of Sustainable Development Goals 2030</td>
<td>2019 (Review process of papers about to commence)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idowu, SO, Moratis, L &amp; Melissen, F</td>
<td>Sustainable Business Models: Principles, Promise &amp; Practice</td>
<td>2018 (Reviewed papers being corrected)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idowu, SO &amp; Cheruiyot, TK</td>
<td>Sustainable Development in Africa: Critical Sectors and</td>
<td>2018 (Papers being currently reviewed)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Turning to the macro view of the researcher’s answer to the same question, let us start with Robinson (1987) who in his minimalist and maximalist views of CSR sets out how to perceive and ensure a promising future for CSR in global terms. Robinson (1987) notes that CSR in its minimalist mode requires each of us to individually and collectively with others refrain from harming others or doing injustices to them in as much as these others accord us the same kind of basic respect and right. Beyond that, Robinson (1987) argues “we are responsible only for our dependents and in addition, those who have somehow been harmed by our conduct. We can, out of our own freewill choose to assist those in distress albeit we did not cause that distress to them”. From the maximalist mode, Robinson (1987) argues that “we are obligated to regard each member of our current generation (and perhaps members of future generations) as persons for whose well-being we each have some responsibility”. This suggests that our social responsibility in this regard has boundless frontiers and in fact concurs with Brundtland’s (1987) view on sustainable development (SD) and the definition of SD propounded by Brundtland (1987) Committee on our “Common Future”.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Idowu, SO, Diaz Diaz, B, Molyneux, P</td>
<td>Corporate Governance in Banking and Investor Protection</td>
<td>2018 (Manuscript being prepared for the press)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idowu, SO, Sitnikov, C, Simion, D, &amp; Bocean, C</td>
<td>Current Issues in Corporate Social Responsibility</td>
<td>2018 (Manuscript being prepared to the press)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idowu, SO, Mijatovic, I, DE Vries, H &amp; Choi, D</td>
<td>Sustainable Development: Knowledge and Education about Standardisation</td>
<td>2019 (In the process of reviewing all the 30 Abstracts received for the book)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idowu, S O &amp; Del Baldo, M</td>
<td>Integrated Reporting: Antecedents, Perspectives for Organisations and Stakeholders</td>
<td>2019 (Papers are currently being reviewed).</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idowu, SO, Sitnikov, C &amp; Moratis, L</td>
<td>ISO 26000: A Standardised view on CSR – Practices, Cases and Facts</td>
<td>2018 (Corrections currently being made to reviewed papers)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idowu, SO</td>
<td>Reporting Corporate Social Responsibility in corporate Africa: An Exploratory Study</td>
<td>A Journal Paper which is 60% complete</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Many of the issues discussed in sections 5.1 – 5.6 above have identified a number of current developments in CSR, a number of key terms have been coined and have appeared in the literature on CSR and business management all stemming from our understanding of issues relating to CSR see for example Idowu et al (2015). Many more of these terms will continue to be coined as our understanding many of these CSR issues continue to increase. These new terms coined would lead into a number of research activities that will add to knowledge about CSR.

The United Nations since 2000 has embarked on two CSR related development goals – the Eight Millennium Development Goals 2015 and the Seventeen Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs) 2030. By September 2030 the SDGs period ends, the UN will have in place another set of Sustainable Development Goals 2045. Scholars and practitioners in the field of CSR are going to increase their activities in CSR and our world will be proliferated with CSR specialists who would have trained ready to work in private, public and what is often referred to as the third sector industry - not for profit organisations. CSR over the next fifty years will continue to evolve in both the advanced and emerging nations, the future looks promising for CSR, that’s this researcher’s view of what the future holds for the field.
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APPENDIX II

Autobiographical Background

Before I took up my post as a Senior Lecturer in Management Accounting at London Guildhall University in January 2002, I had worked at North East Surrey College of Technology (Nescot) for thirteen years, teaching professional accountancy, HND and BTEC students with some exposure to teaching undergraduate students taking Business Studies and Building Studies degrees. During my time at Nescot, I had published fourteen articles in professional accountancy magazines for both qualified and students members of four UK professional accountancy bodies. All but one of these fourteen articles were purely accounting related articles and had nothing to do with corporate social responsibility. The only one which has some relationship with CSR is Brabazon and Idowu (2001). This article is about product-take-back and the environmental consequences of mass production in accounting and societal terms. In the article Brabazon and Idowu espoused the then relatively new concept of recycling products at the end of their useful lives and how costs which were originally externalised by manufacturers were being gradually internalised and recorded in financial statements.

Before I was appointed by the then London Guildhall University, I remember saying at my interview in September 2001 that, if appointed I would like to step up my publication activities from the level I was at that time. During my first year at London Guildhall, I was only able to co-author two articles with a colleague who was at that time a Lecturer at the University College Dublin (UCD) (now a Professor and Associate Dean in the same university) in the members’ magazines of two Irish professional accountancy bodies – the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland (ICAI) – with an article on Weather Derivatives and the Certified Public Accountants of Ireland (CPA) with another article on Tracking Stocks – both were in Finance with nothing to do with (CSR, Sustainability, Ethics and Governance) my current areas of research.

After the merger between the two universities, our then Department of Accounting, Banking and Financial Services decided to host two conferences – the South East Area Interest Group of the then British Accounting Association - BAA (now British Accounting and Finance Association - BAFA) - it was a national conference with delegates from far afield as Scotland and North East England and David Crowther’s First International Corporate Social Responsibility Conference (an international conference which was attended by scholars from more than 40 countries from around the world). I was a member of the organising committees of both conferences. The two conferences marked the genesis of my serious research and publishing activities in the field of CSR. It also marked the stepping forward I had envisaged will follow my move into the university sector when I took up my post on the 1st of January 2002. The CSR paper which I co-presented at the two conferences with a former colleague at Nescot (Idowu and Towler 2004) according to Google Scholar, has now (as at the time of putting this submission together) been cited by 195 scholars around the
world. The paper has not been used directly in this submission as it was published in April 2004 which is now more than the ten years cut off point for papers usable in a submission for this degree. It was an empirical study of the contents of unregulated CSR reports of seventeen UK companies. The research undertaken in the area required me to contact thirty UK companies in nine sectors of the economy – Banking, Property Development, Food Processing, Insurance, Leisure, Oil & Gas, Power & Water, Retail and Telecommunications. Out of these thirty companies, only seventeen companies (about 60%) provided us with the required information. The study carried out at the time was personally an eye opener for me as it led me to seriously decide to focus my future research activities in the field of CSR. At that time in the UK, it became apparent to me that CSR reporting was still not generally known in the UK by several stakeholders but it was also clear to me that providing information by companies on their non-financial activities was gaining popularity in the country.

After the paper had been accepted for publication in a refereed journal but before its publication, my association with CIMA in Brabazon and Idowu (2001) prompted me to put together a shorter version of the paper for the Chartered Institute of Management Accountants (CIMA) for publication in their members’ monthly magazine – Financial Management. Idowu and Towler (2003) resulted from this action under the title in the magazine ‘Just Seventeen’ in November 2003. This article briefly explained that CSR reporting was taking form in the UK and explained the results of our research on what UK companies disclose in the CSR report.

In 2004, I wanted to continue to maintain my close relationship with the accountancy profession in terms of my new research area of CSR. An article on CSR was put together for the Institute of Chartered Accountants in Ireland (ICAI) in their members magazine – (Accountancy Ireland) on what CSR is about in an attempt to propagate CSR amongst practicing professional and academic accountants who are members of the ICAI and might not necessarily know much about CSR. The article Idowu (2005) was well received around the world when it was published in Accountancy Ireland in August 2005. I remember receiving at least three emails from readers of the article in three countries - New Zealand, Sweden and Poland commenting on how informative the article was to them in their jobs as practicing accountants. The article was published under Sam Idowu rather than under Samuel O Idowu the usual name I use for all my published papers (therefore it is not part of my normal Googlescholar listing and also not part of the number of my citations under Samuel O Idowu in Googlescholar). As a result, Googlescholar notes as at the time of putting this submission together that the article (Idowu 2005) in Accountancy Ireland has been cited by fifteen (15) people around the world including four self-citations in my other corporate social responsibility publications: https://scholar.google.co.uk/scholar?hl=en&q=sam+idowu&btnG=&as_sdt=1%2C5&as_sdtp
Shortly after the publication of the refereed journal article in Idowu and Towler (2004), I commenced two research studies, one with another researcher from Cyprus who I met at David Crowther’s London Metropolitan University first international CSR Conference of September 2003 and the other by myself. Both were published in edited books in 2005 and 2008 respectively, again none of these two papers like the aforementioned ones form part of this submission. The co-authored paper Papasolomou-Doukakis and Idowu (2005) was on Reputational Responsibility and it appeared in an edited book by David Crowther, then a London Metropolitan University colleague and Professor of CSR and another scholar from India who was also at the first international CSR conference held at London Met in September 2003. The motivation for the study was as a result of a number of poor working conditions, sweatshop and child labour problems which had faced some famous Western retailers which were sourcing supplies of their merchandise from some South East Asian countries with irresponsible employment practices by many local factory owners based in some of these South East Asian countries. These socially irresponsible practices by such factory owners had become a big issue in the media and research studies in academic journal articles on supply chain management for these large retailers, and had badly affected these retailers’ public image and reputation. The need to repair the damaged reputation and bad public image was paramount for many of these retailers, which were not just based in the UK but also in other advanced Western nations including the USA, the Netherlands, Germany just to name a few. At that very time the issue of ethical products was also becoming very popular amongst stakeholders and consumers who were demanding that retailers should take the issue very seriously and demonstrably prove to them that they were doing so. Dealing with the ensuing problems relating to their affected reputation and public image made many of these retailers to face a number of crisis management issues. It was therefore appropriate at that time for Papasolomou-Doukakis and Idowu to study what was going on in the retail sector about corporate reputation management and corporate social responsibility. The study Papasolomou-Doukakis and Idowu carried out was desk research and it drew attention to accounting and marketing implications and consequences (these two areas are our respective professional backgrounds and main teaching fields) of irresponsible practices on corporate reputation and public image in an ever competitive business environment where many of these retailers operate.

Having looked at CSR in profit seeking corporate entities in Idowu and Towler (2004), it occurred to me that looking at the same issue in the sector in which I work, which is generally perceived as non-profit seeking was going to be interesting and add to knowledge about how CSR is perceived in higher education in the UK. I then embarked on the study for the sole-authored paper Idowu (2008) mentioned above on Corporate Social Responsibility in Higher Education Institutions in the United Kingdom. As at the time of gathering the necessary information for the study, there were one hundred and twenty one (121 - the current figure at the time of this submission is now 133) higher education institutions in the four countries that make up the United Kingdom – (92 in England, 14 in Scotland, 2 in Northern Ireland and 13 in Wales) plus eight universities (8) in the Republic of Ireland. I
wrote to all the Vice Chancellors, Principals, Directors and Presidents of these one hundred and twenty nine (129) institutions in the five countries. The letter I sent to them, briefly explained what the study I was carrying out was about and it then asked these most senior executives of higher education institutions in these five countries to ‘explain in as much detail as possible to me what they consider to be the social responsibilities of their universities or higher education institutions and how they and other senior executives of each institution go about discharging these responsibilities to their stakeholders’. Out of all the 129 letters I sent out to higher education institutions in these five countries, I received back thirty three (33) replies. Ten of these replies told me either directly or indirectly that they were unwilling to help me giving different reasons for their decision. Consequently only twenty three (23) higher education institutions in four UK countries participated in the study. No Irish Republic University participated in the study as none of them replied my letter. The study was carried out during a time when there was an industrial relations problem at London Metropolitan University between the management and trade union. The industrial relations difficulties at the newly merged universities (London Guildhall University and the University of North London) was widely reported in the news media around the UK. It is possible that this might have been partly responsible for why some universities did not reply the email that went out to them from me, and why ten universities told me they were unwilling to assist me. My inability to generate 100% response rate to this enquiry was a bit surprising to me bearing in mind that universities should be willing to assist a study on their social responsibilities. Some of the twenty three institutions which participated in the study, sent their information direct to the then Vice Chancellor of London Metropolitan University asking him to pass the information they provided on to me. This information was passed on to me by the VC as he was made aware of the study at the very beginning in order to enlist his support, which he gave me 100%. The results of the study indicate in Idowu (2008) that the social responsibility of UK higher education institutions could be grouped under twelve main headings:

- Widening Participation
- Developing and communicating performance on sustainable development
- Contributing to both national and international systems of university education
- Managing economic, social and environmental impacts of their activities
- Take into account the interests of all stakeholders and act as good citizens
- Joining Business in the Community (BitC) (a UK business network) as an initial step
- Responding to social needs in terms of Education and Innovation
- Engagement with Corporate bodies through Staff
- Providing a more effective Community Service
- Challenging, Inspiring and Supporting Students to Grow
- Sustaining and adding value to the country’s culture, economy and the natural environment
- To manage and govern itself with responsibility and sensitivity

As noted in Idowu (2008) page 270.
Looking back at all my initial research activities and those publications that have emanated from them prior to the six publications being used in this submission, it is easy to see that CSR has continued to reorient the way corporate entities from different sectors of the UK economy perceive their role and contributions to sustainable development. Not only that, corporate entities of this era are now too aware that for them to contribute positively to life in the 21st century they need to embed in their strategic actions issues which relate to the triple bottom line – the 3Ps – People, Planet and Profit. That is what I believe is the understanding of how everyone in the UK operates towards making the planet Earth a more habitable place for this generation and future generations.
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Abstract Corporate social responsibility has been on everyone's mind lately—corporate executives, consumers, investors—and many are curious to understand in what manner a for-profit organization’s pursuit of philanthropic initiatives impacts the traditional firm's profits. Further, there are considerations to be made regarding the role of corporate social responsibility in the decision-making process of stakeholders. This article explores the theories and empirical evidence regarding the relationship between corporate social responsibility and profitability. It analyzes the extent to which firms engaging in corporate social responsibility activities experience a tradeoff or a balance between profit and non-financial performance indicators such as social and environmental performance.
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Abstract Companies have ceased to be mere economic agents and have become determining factors in the context of national and international political and social relations. Their larger size, along with the relocation of production centres, makes them harder to
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Abstract The purpose of our thesis was to comprehend how organizations approach the Corporate Social Contract that exists between them and society. The empirical data was gathered to reflect a comprehension of the Corporate Social Contract as a whole and as ...
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Purpose Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) has gained global prominence in recent years. This is because businesses have seen the need to consider the interests of stakeholders to enhance not only their corporate image but to live good neighbourly lives ...
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ABSTRACT Corporate social responsibility (CSR) creates long-term shareholder value through managing risks from economic, environmental, and social developments. Among institutional owners, pension funds have a longterm investment horizon and can influence ...
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Abstract The issue of social auditing has suddenly become an even more important one than ever before for corporate social responsibility (CSR), Ethical Business and the supply chains industry following a series of scandals including the sad fatal incident of May 2013 ...
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Abstract The importance of the current research lies in its contribution to international accounting literature in the field of accounting and corporate reporting. The study should hopefully become a starting point for future research debate on integrating reporting
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Purpose This paper aims to investigate whether there is any change in corporate social responsibility (CSR) disclosure in Pakistani companies after the introduction of CSR voluntary guidelines in 2013 by Securities and Exchange Commission of Pakistan (SECP).
Corporate Social Responsibility (CSR) is the commitment by organizations to balance financial performance with contributions to the quality of life of their employees, the local community and society at large is gaining worldwide value as a business tool and social
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This research extends the concept of corporate social responsibility (CSR) by proposing that it should be operationalised as a management obligation and redefined as management social responsibility: MSR. The contribution of this research comprises two strands. First it
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